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Data is everywhere around us, and methods that extract useful knowledge
from data are continuously being developed. An important challenge that
arises when trying to create a knowledge base from raw data is the incon-
sistency introduced by the integrity constraints that are imposed. This can
be caused by the anomalies introduced by the extraction methods that may
be imperfect, or by the fact that the data may be extracted from various
sources that may contain contradicting information. The goal is then to
eliminate these irregularities and restore consistency in the knowledge base.
A common approach to achieve this goal is to find some sort of minimal
repair. In other words, when faced with a knowledge base that is inconsistent
with a set of rules which otherwise needs to be satisfied, the minimal repair
method aims to modify the smallest number of entries in the knowledge base
to restore this consistency. While this strategy is reasonable in the absence
of any background knowledge, in real-world applications, additional knowl-
edge about the system being modelled is often accessible. This additional
information can be exploited during the repair process in order to find more
plausible repairs, which are not necessarily minimal. In this thesis, we study
the use of such additional knowledge to repair inconsistencies in different
types of systems. We encode this knowledge in the form of rules of thumb.
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Unlike integrity constraints, these rules of thumb do not necessarily need to
be satisfied by the knowledge base. They act as “soft constraints” that help
the repair process in order to generate more plausible or preferable repairs.
First, we study the impact of using rules of thumb to repair inconsistencies
that are found in taxonomies that were automatically extracted from text
corpora found on the web. These inconsistencies need to be repaired in order
to gather useful knowledge from the large number of available text sources.
The standard repair method in this case (i.e. the minimal repair) consists of
minimizing the sum of the confidence weights of the taxonomy facts that are
removed to restore consistency. We use Markov logic to encode this problem
and propose MAP inference as a base method to generate these minimal
repairs. One of the limitations of the MAP inference approach is that it
treats all the confidence weights of the taxonomy facts as being independent.
However, in practice, there often exist dependencies between facts that share
particular features, corresponding to meta-data about how these facts were
extracted. We leverage the idea that if two facts share the same feature,
they are more likely to have the same truth assignment. We encode these
dependencies between taxonomy facts in the form of rules of thumb, such
as: “if a given fact is wrong then all facts that have been extracted from the
same sentence are also likely to be wrong”. We show that, by adding these
rules of thumb, we generate more accurate repairs than minimal repairs.
Second, we introduce a use of rules of thumb approach to repair incon-
sistent answer set programs. Answer set programming (ASP) is a form of
declarative programming that is used to model various systems. In some
cases, inconsistencies may arise when the knowledge about these systems is
imperfect. We consider the scenario where additional knowledge that could
be encoded as rules of thumb is available about the studied domain, but
no training data is available to learn how these rules interact. The main
problem we address is whether we can still aggregate the rules of thumb in
the absence of training data in order to generate more plausible repairs than
minimal repairs. In addition to standard aggregation techniques, we present
a novel statistical approach that assigns weights to these rules of thumb, by
sampling, in a particular way, from a pool of possible repairs. In particular, we
evaluate how frequently each given rule of thumb is violated in the sample
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of repairs, and use the Z-score of this distribution to set the weight of that
rule. We study the use of rules of thumb to repair inconsistencies in a case
study about Gene Regulatory Networks (GRN) encoded in ASP. A GRN is
a network that represents the interactions between a group of cell genes.
The nodes of a GRN are genes, whereas the edges of the network describe
interactions between the genes. We consider a setup where a GRN that is
reverse engineered from biological observations fails to predict the behavior
of cells obtained by new experimental observations. GRNs determine the
patterns of activation states of the genes, which in turn affect the phenotypic
behavior of the system. They are crucial in understanding how genes of a
cell affect each other. Repairing inconsistencies in these GRNs then comes
down to modifying the edges of the generated GRN by adding new edges or
removing existing edges in order to correctly describe the behavior of the
genes obtained from the new experimental observations. For this application,
we consider rules of thumb taken from the biology literature, such as: the
nodes of a GRN tend to be positively regulated by nodes that are active at
earlier states of a cell cycle and negatively regulated by nodes that are active
later in the process. We used seven of such rules of thumb taken from the
literature, and compared the answer sets generated by our program using
the different aggregation methods for these rules of thumb. We show in
our experiments that our Z-score approach outperforms all the other repair
methods in terms of F1 score and Jaccard index, including the minimal repair
approach.
Third, we tackle the problem of repairing inconsistencies that arise when
multiple treatments are simultaneously needed for patients who are diag-
nosed with comorbid diseases. People today live longer, and the number of
people diagnosed with comorbid diseases is increasing. Normally, clinicians
make use of Clinical Practice Guidelines (CPG), which consist of documents
created by experts in the medical field to treat a certain disease. However,
CPGs were originally designed to treat every disease separately. Combining
treatments for multiple diseases regularly results in conflicts between the rec-
ommended treatments. The first method we propose to generate conflict-free
treatments for comorbid patients is an ASP approach that encodes mitigation
operators to find these treatments. The answer sets of our program directly
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correspond to solution treatments, accounting for multiple possible solutions
if they exist. In this application, we encode preferences as rules of thumb that
contain information in the form of drug-drug interactions. We show in a case
study that this method generates more preferred treatments than standard
approaches. The second method we propose to find treatments for patients
with comorbid diseases is a fully data driven approach using word-based and
phrase-based alignment methods. The most common methods rely on com-
bining treatments for individual diseases, and then detecting and repairing
the conflicts that arise in the combined treatments. However, our alignment
based approach relies entirely on training a translation model using previous
medical records to find treatments for newly diagnosed comorbidities. Simi-
lar to translating a sentence from a source language to a target language, we
treat a set of individual diagnosis codes of a comorbidity as a source sentence,
and aim to translate this sentence into a set of individual procedure codes
that constitutes a possible treatment for the comorbidity. In this approach, we
explore the use of rules of thumb that incorporate drug interactions penalty
and procedure popularity scores. This additional information is used in the
case where multiple valid translations for a single comorbidity are available.
We show that the combined treatments that are found when adding rules of
thumb to these word-based and phrase-based alignment methods are more
plausible than using standard translation approaches.
Samenvatting
Data is overal rondom ons en continu worden nieuwe methoden om nuttige
kennis uit data te halen ontworpen. Een grote uitdaging bij het creëren van
een kennisbank uit rauwe data is het bestaan van inconsistenties met de opge-
legde integriteitsbeperkingen. Dit kan veroorzaakt worden door afwijkingen
die voortkomen uit imperfecte extractiemethoden, of doordat data afkomstig
kan zijn uit verschillende bronnen die tegengestelde informatie leveren. Het
doel is om deze onregelmatigheden te verwijderen en consistentie in de ken-
nisbank te bekomen. Een wijdverspreide benadering om dit doel te bereiken
is het zoeken naar een bepaald minimaal herstel. Met andere woorden, als
een kennisbank inconsistent is met de verzameling regels waaraan voldaan
moet worden, probeert de methode van minimaal herstel het kleinste aantal
elementen in de kennisbank te veranderen waarmee de consistentie her-
steld wordt. Deze strategie is zinvol wanneer geen actergrondinformatie
beschikbaar is. Echter, in reële toepassingen is vaak extra informatie over
het gemodelleerde systeem beschikbaar. De extra informatie kan door het
herstelproces gebruikt worden om meer aannemelijke oplossingen te beko-
men, die niet noodzakelijk minimaal zijn. In deze thesis bestuderen we het
gebruik van extra informatie om inconsistenties in verschillende systemen
te herstellen. We encoderen deze kennis in vuistregels. In tegenstelling to
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integriteitsbeperkingen hoeven deze vuistregels niet voldaan te zijn door
de kennisbank. Ze gedragen zich als ‘soft constraints’ die het herstelpro-
ces helpen om meer aannemelijke of meer gewenste hersteloplossingen te
bekomen.
Eerst bestuderen we de impact van het gebruik van vuistregels in het
herstelproces van inconsistenties in taxonomieën. Deze taxonomieën werden
automatisch uit online tekstcorpora geleerd. De inconsistenties moeten her-
steld worden om nuttige kennis uit het grote aantal beschikbare tekstbronnen
te halen. De standaard herstelmethode (het minimaal herstel) minimaliseert
de som van vertrouwensgewichten van de taxonomiefeiten die verwijderd
worden om de consistentie te herstellen. We gebruiken Markov logica om
dit probleem te encoderen en we stellen een MAP-conclusie voor als basis-
methode om deze minimale hersteloplossingen te genereren. Deze methode
behandelt alle vertrouwensgewichten als onafhankelijk, wat een beperking
vormt. In de praktijk bestaan er vaak verbanden tussen feiten die bepaalde
kenmerken delen. Deze kenmerken corresponderen met de metadata over
hoe deze feiten geleerd werden. We gebruiken de idee dat als twee feiten
hetzelfde kenmerk delen, ze waarschijnlijk dezelfde waarheidstoewijzing
zullen hebben. We encoderen de afhankelijkheid tussen taxonomiefeiten
aan de hand van vuistregels zoals ‘Als een feit fout is, dan zijn alle feiten
onttrokken van dezelfde zin waarschijnlijk ook fout’. We tonen aan dat we
meer accurate hersteloplossingen bekomen bij het gebruik van vuistregels
dan bij het gebruik van de basismethode.
Vervolgens introduceren we een methode die gebruik maakt van vuistre-
gels om inconsistente answer set programs te herstellen. Answer set program-
ming (ASP) is een declaratieve programmeermethode die gebruikt wordt
om verschillende systemen te modelleren. In sommige gevallen duiken in-
consistenties op omwille van de imperfecte kennis over deze systemen. We
beschouwen het scenario waar extra informatie beschikbaar is het bestu-
deerde domein die geëncodeerd kan worden door vuistregels, maar waar
geen trainingsdata beschikbaar is over hoe deze vuistregels interageren.
Het belangrijkste probleem dat we beschouwen is of we bij het gebrek
aan trainingsdata nog steeds de vuistregels kunnen aggregreren om meer
aannemelijke hersteloplossingen te bekomen in plaats van minimale herstel-
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oplossingen. Naast standaard aggregatietechnieken stellen we een nieuwe
statistische benadering voor die gewichten aan deze vuistregels toekent door
op een bepaalde manier uit een verzameling van mogelijke hersteloplossin-
gen te sampelen. In het bijzonder evalueren we hoe frequent een vuistregel
geschonden is in de sample hersteloplossingen en gebruiken we de Z-score
van deze distributie om de gewichten voor de vuistregel te bepalen. We
bestuderen het gebruik van vuistregels bij het herstellen van inconsistenties
in een studie over Gene Regulatory Networks (GRN), geëncodeerd in ASP.
Een GRN is een netwerk dat de interacties tussen een groep genen voorstelt.
De knopen van een GRN zijn genen, en de pijlen van het netwerk beschrijven
de interacties tussen de genen. We beschouwen een opstelling waar een GRN
dat bekomen werd uit biologische observaties faalt in het voorspellen van
het gedrag van cellen bij nieuwe experimentele observaties. GRNs bepalen
de patronen van de activatiestatus van cellen, die dan weer het phenotische
gedrag van het systeem beïnvloeden. Ze zijn cruciaal om te begrijpen hoe
genen van een cel elkaar beïnvloeden. Het herstellen van inconsistenties
van GRNs komt neer op het aanpassen van de pijlen van een gegenereerd
GRN door het toevoegen van nieuwe pijlen of het verwijderen van bestaande
pijlen om op een correcte manier het gedrag te beschrijven van genen die
bekomen zijn uit nieuwe experimentele observaties. Voor deze toepassing
beschouwen we vuistregels bekomen uit de biologieliteratuur, zoals ‘De kno-
pen van een GRN neigen ernaar positief gereguleerd te zijn door knopen die
actief waren in een eerdere staat van een celcyclus en negatief gereguleerd
te zijn wanneer knopen later is het proces actief zijn.’. We gebruiken zeven
vuistregels uit de literatuur en vergelijken de answers sets gegenereerd door
ons programma gebruik makend van verschillende aggregatiemethoden voor
deze vuistregels. We tonen aan dat in onze experimenten de verkregen Z-
score alle andere herstelmethoden overtreft wat betreft de F1-score en de
Jaccardindex, inclusief de minimale herstelmethode.
Ten slotte beschouwen we het herstel van inconsistenties wanneer ver-
schillende behandelingen simultaan uitgevoerd worden bij een patiënt die
gediagnosticeerd is met meerdere ziekten. Vandaag leven mensen langer,
en het aantal patiënten patiënten met meer dan een ziekte wordt groter.
Clinici gebruiken normaal de Clinical Practice Guidelines (CPG) die bestaan
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uit documenten opgesteld door experten in het medische domein om een
bepaalde ziekte te behandelen. Echter, CPGs zijn oorspronkelijk opgesteld
om elke ziekte apart te behandelen. Het combineren van behandelingen
voor meerdere ziekten leidt regelmatig tot conflicten tussen de voorgestelde
behandelingen. De eerste methode die we voorstellen om conflictvrije be-
handelingen te genereren is een ASP benadering die operatoren vindt om
deze behandelingen aan te passen. De answer sets van ons programma
corresponderen met één of meerdere conflictvrije behandelingen. In deze
toepassing encoderen we voorkeuren als vuistregels die informatie bevatten
in verband met interacties tussen medicijnen. We tonen in een case study
aan dat de behandelingen die met deze methode gegenereerd worden te
verkiezen zijn boven de standaardbehandelingen. De tweede methode die
we voorstellen om behandelingen voor comorbide patiënten te vinden is een
volledig datagedreven benadering die gebruikt maakt van woordgebaseerde
en zinsdeelgebaseerde methoden. De meest voorkomende methoden baseren
zich op het combineren van verschillende behandelingen voor individuele
ziekten, om daarna de conflicten in gecombineerde behandelingen op te
sporen en te herstellen. Onze oplossingsmethode baseert zich volledig op het
trainen van een vertalingsmodel die gebruikt maakt van vroegere medische
dossiers om behandelingen te vinden voor nieuwe gediagnosticeerde comor-
biditeiten. Gelijkaardig aan het vertalen van een zin tussen de brontaal en
de doeltaal behandelen we een verzameling van individuele diagnosecodes
van een comorbiditeit als een bronzin die we proberen te vertalen in een
verzameling van individuele procedurecodes die een mogelijke behande-
ling voor de comorbiditeit voorstellen. In deze benadering onderzoeken we
het gebruik van vuistregels die interacties tussen medicijnen en populari-
teitsscores van behandelingen omvat. Deze extra informatie wordt gebruikt
wanneer meerdere vertalingen voor een comorbiditeit beschikbaar zijn. We
tonen aan dat de gecombineerde behandelingen die gevonden worden bij




There is a vast amount of data being generated from various sources every-
where around us (smartphone data, social media networks, hospital records,
surveys, etc). Acquiring a knowledge base from this data is important as
it can allow us to take more informed decisions when solving a particular
problem, or to make more accurate forecasts of future events. In order to
make sense of the data, integrity constraints are imposed on the knowledge
base. These constraints are required to be satisfied by every entry of the
knowledge base, and provide a way of ensuring consistency. An integrity
constraint can have the form of a declaration, a rule or some kind of rela-
tionship describing the elements in the knowledge base. It is usually specific
to the field of study that corresponds with the data.
However, general knowledge can be broken down into three types: spe-
cific knowledge about the studied field, real-world factual knowledge, and
common sense. While the first type of knowledge is used to identify and
formulate integrity constraints, the additional knowledge acquired from
real-world factual information and common sense can be used to greatly
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improve knowledge acquisition techniques. In fact, common sense reasoning
and analogy can widen the knowledge acquisition bottleneck that intelligent
systems suffer from [127]. Using common sense to imitate human reasoning
is a key aspect in the development and enrichment of these systems [37].
For example, algorithms for learning decision trees from datasets suffered
various limitations with respect to their utilization in many kinds of problems,
the main one being the lack of background knowledge, which limits the
process of learning [160]. Additionally, this lack of background knowledge
made the decision trees hard to use in practice. Although the generated
decision trees were accurate, they were incomprehensible to experts. The
added background knowledge, which contains hierarchies along with a mea-
surement cost associated with each attribute in the hierarchy, improved the
usability of these decision trees. For example, as described in [160], when
an expert in brain tumors receives a patient that suffers from a headache,
he does not recommend a head scan immediately, although it is the most
effective method to find the source of a headache. The expert knows that a
head scan is expensive, and proceeds to prescribe tests with cheaper costs
first. In fact, he only recommends head scans in complex cases.
This example shows that learning methods should take into consideration
minimizing costs of the diagnosis in the process of rule induction, in order to
be applicable to more problems. In natural language processing, contextual
information is being used to improve tagging, i.e. the process of finding an
automatic assignment of part of speech [195]. Methods that were solely
based on statistical approaches all offered very similar levels of performance
because they use the same information sources for tagging, as well as the
same features. In contrast, taggers achieved better performance by using
contextual information sources and generalizations that were unused by the
statistical taggers. Additionally, incorporating external knowledge can also
improve the performance of corpus-based coreference resolution systems
[152]. This knowledge is encoded using lexical, semantic, and knowledge-
based features that are incorporated selectively rather than as universal hard
constraints, and improve precision on common noun resolution.
With the amount of data continuously increasing, inconsistencies between
the knowledge base that was generated from the collected data and the in-
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tegrity constraints of a system are bound to occur, and in the last few years,
the number of methods that aim to deal with these inconsistencies has grown
considerably. In [161] a general framework for understanding and handling
inconsistencies in a system is presented. The framework distinguishes four
major inconsistency handling steps: monitoring for inconsistency, diagnosis,
handling, and monitoring the outcome. These steps are supported by the
processes of measuring inconsistency, and analyzing the impact and risk
associated with different inconsistency handling options. In practice, many
of these frameworks are based on finding some sort of minimal repair, i.e. the
smallest subset of knowledge base facts to modify in order to restore consis-
tency with the integrity constraints [5,6,86]. In [19], a study is conducted
on the behavior of non-monotonic inferences induced by various methods
for priority-based handling of inconsistent sets of classical formulas. One
example of such methods is based on a lexicographic ordering of maximal
consistent subsets, and refines Brewka’s preferred sub-theories.
In [50], it is argued that effective inconsistency handling in large modeled
systems mostly remains a manual task. This paper proposes a method for the
automatic generation of repair plans for an inconsistent model. This method
aims to detect actions that caused inconsistencies, enumerate the possible
ways of changing a given inconsistent action and generate a repair plan
for the model sequence from the list of possible ways of changing a model.
In [154], a method that addresses the treatment of inconsistency in Answer
Set Programming by a possibilistic approach is addressed. This method
takes into account the non monotonic aspect of the framework. Restoring
the consistency of a set of formulas using their approach comes down to
first assigning a certainty degree to every formula, then deleting some less
certain (or preferred) formulas, those with a low certainty degree. In [148],
a merging-based approach to handling inconsistency is proposed, where
different levels of priority to the same shared rules are present. The method
consists of transforming such rule collection with local prioritization into a
stratified knowledge base. By merging these stratified knowledge bases, they
then construct a merged knowledge base with a global prioritization, which
may be viewed as an overall belief in these rules. Proposals for inconsistency
handling are then derived from the merged result.
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In [17], a summary is given on the existing approaches for handling in-
consistency in ontologies. The usability of these approaches is also analyzed.
These reviewed methods include: debug and repair ontologies, maximal
satisfiable terminologies, consistent ontology evolution, knowledge base
revision in description logics, knowledge integration for description log-
ics and paraconsistent reasoning on inconsistent ontologies. In [166], a
stratification-based approach for inconsistency handling in description logics
is proposed. This approach consists of two steps: obtaining a preference
relation on the axioms in the description logic knowledge base, and adapting
existing approaches in first-order logic to resolve conflicting information in
the stratified description logic knowledge base.
While most research aims at detecting and eliminating inconsistencies
from knowledge bases, some frameworks consider that inconsistencies are
acceptable and even desirable, as long as there are rules that dictate appro-
priate actions to deal with them. In [83], a framework that aims to capture
in a logical language the link between the data and the usage of the data is
presented. Inconsistencies are then handled by adopting a meta-language
approach that captures the required actions to be undertaken when discover-
ing an inconsistency, where the choice of actions is dependent on the larger
context of the system. Similarly, in [1], it is argued that inconsistency is a
natural phenomena and carry useful information. The proposed framework
aims to find vocabulary related to inconsistency such as contradictions and
paraconsistency, to differentiate between aspects and levels of inconsistency,
and to create a formal representation of inconsistencies in a system.
Recently, multiple studies have emerged that also exploit external knowl-
edge to repair inconsistent databases. In [97], the problem of managing
inconsistent databases is addressed by computing repairs based on a minimal
set of “insert” and “delete” operations, which makes the database consistent
when applied. They introduce in their theoretical framework the use of
prioritized integrity constraints. In other words, they propose a method to
rewrite integrity constraints in the form of extended disjunctive rules that
introduce priorities. In [126], a supervised approach for repairing ontologies
by separating “root unsatisfiability” (root elements that are not satisfied)
from “derived unsatisfiability” (derived elements that are not satisfied) is
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presented. In other words, they use a structural analysis of axioms, and
aim to satisfy the ones closer to the root first. In order to do that, their
method utilizes ranking features to assist the user in selecting appropriate re-
pairs. This helps in highlighting the most probable causes for inconsistencies.
Such features include frequency, syntactic relevance and semantic relevance.
While their method requires user interference, this additional knowledge
proves to be valuable in finding repairs, as well as enriching knowledge bases.
More recent studies even explore the idea of measuring inconsistency in a
fuzzy medical knowledge base and repairing the inconsistency with graded
truth [149]. Therefore, it is clear that context and external knowledge are
important when repairing inconsistencies.
In conclusion, the process of creating a useful knowledge base starts with
the extraction of raw data from various sources. In order to make sense of
the data, we want to create a knowledge base from the raw data entries.
At this stage, integrity constraints are imposed on the data to ensure data
consistency. Due to the errors that can be found in the original raw data,
the created knowledge base can be inconsistent. A repair mechanism is then
applied on the inconsistent knowledge base to restore its consistency. It is
at this stage where the addition of rules of thumb occurs. These rules of
thumb are integrated in the repair mechanism to modify the entries of the
inconsistent knowledge base in a plausible way while restoring its consistency.
The entire process of creating a consistent knowledge base by repairing its
inconsistencies using rules of thumb can be summarized in Fig. 1.1.
Figure 1.1: The process of creating a consistent knowledge base from data.
In the remainder of this section, we further illustrate the idea of using rules
of thumb to repair an inconsistent knowledge base in a motivating example,
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then give a brief outline of the thesis.
1.1 Motivating Example




There are two types of relationships: sibling(X,Y) that denotes that X is a
sibling of Y, and parent(X,Y) that denotes that X is a parent of Y. Some simple
rules that need to be satisfied by the data are:
1. if X is a sibling of Y, and Y is a sibling of Z, then X is a sibling of Z.
2. if X is a parent of Y, then Y is not a parent of X.
3. if X is a parent of Y, and Y is a sibling of Z, then X is a parent of Z.
Rule 1 describes the transitive nature of the sibling relationship, Rule 2
describes the asymmetric nature of the parent relationship, and Rule 3
describes the relationship that siblings share the same parent1.
Following these rules, new relationships can be inferred. In fact, the new







1Half-brother and half-sister relationships are not taken into account in this example
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This new set of data that describes the sibling and parent relationships adheres
to the three rules that were shown above.
However, in a real world scenario, the initial collected data will most
likely contain misinformation or mistakes. This is mainly due to the fact that a
large quantity of data comes from previously unstructured information, from
multiple conflicting sources, or from automatic and unsupervised extraction
methods that are not perfect. This leads to the data contradicting one or more
rules that should otherwise be satisfied. For example, consider the following















Clearly, this new set of relationships does not satisfy Rule 2. In particular,
the relationships parent(Jane,Mark) and parent(Mark,Jane) contradict this
rule. Therefore, the relationships extracted from the social networks are
inconsistent with the three relationship rules. It is then in our interest to
repair this inconsistency, i.e. to restore consistency between the data and the
rules.
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The problem of managing inconsistent knowledge has been continuously
investigated over the last few years. In the general case, restoring consistency
to a knowledge base is a hard task. One possible method for repairing the
inconsistency is by removing some data entries. In the example above, a





are consistent with the three relationship rules. Let this be Repair 1. Another
repair may consist of removing the entry parent(Jane,Tom) from the data.




are also consistent with the three relationship rules. Let this be Repair 2.
In fact, one might notice that removing any entry from the extracted data
will repair the inconsistency with the relationship rules. Therefore, Repair
3 consists of removing the entry sibling(Joe,Mark) and Repair 4 consists of
removing the entry sibling(Tom,Joe). By simply removing one entry from the
initial data, there are already four possible repairs available.
Furthermore, one might consider removing multiple entries from the
initial inconsistent data. For example, removing the entries parent(Jane,Tom)
and parent(Mark,Jane) is also a valid repair. To this extent, all possible repairs
that consist of removing one or multiple data entries are shown in Table 1.1.
In total, there are fifteen possible repairs for this problem by removing data
entries. The question now becomes: which repair is the best?
To answer this question, a definition of the “best” repair is needed. In
many applications, preserving the largest possible amount of data is the most
important goal when trying to repair this data. Therefore, the most common
method of finding the best repair is the minimal repair approach [5,86,212].







Repair 1 parent(Mark, Jane) sibling(Tom, Joe), sibling(Joe, Mark), parent(Jane, Tom)
Repair 2 parent(Jane, Tom) sibling(Tom, Joe), sibling(Joe, Mark), parent(Mark, Jane)
Repair 3 sibling(Joe, Mark) sibling(Tom, Joe), parent(Jane, Tom), parent(Mark, Jane)
Repair 4 sibling(Tom, Joe) sibling(Joe, Mark), parent(Jane, Tom), parent(Mark, Jane)
Repair 5 sibling(Tom, Joe), sibling(Joe, Mark) parent(Jane, Tom), parent(Mark, Jane)
Repair 6 sibling(Tom, Joe), parent(Jane, Tom) sibling(Joe, Mark), parent(Mark, Jane)
Repair 7 sibling(Tom, Joe), parent(Mark, Jane) sibling(Joe, Mark), parent(Jane, Tom)
Repair 8 sibling(Joe, Mark), parent(Jane, Tom) sibling(Tom, Joe), parent(Mark, Jane)
Repair 9 sibling(Joe, Mark), parent(Mark, Jane) sibling(Tom, Joe), parent(Jane, Tom)
Repair 10 parent(Jane, Tom), parent(Mark, Jane) sibling(Tom, Joe), sibling(Joe, Mark)
Repair 11 sibling(Tom, Joe), sibling(Joe, Mark), parent(Jane, Tom) parent(Mark, Jane)
Repair 12 sibling(Tom, Joe), sibling(Joe, Mark), parent(Mark, Jane) parent(Jane, Tom)
Repair 13 sibling(Tom, Joe), parent(Jane, Tom), parent(Mark, Jane) sibling(Joe, Mark)
Repair 14 sibling(Joe, Mark), parent(Jane, Tom), parent(Mark, Jane) sibling(Tom, Joe)
Repair 15 sibling(Tom, Joe), sibling(Joe, Mark), parent(Jane, Tom), parent(Mark, Jane) ;
Table 1.1: Possible repairs by removing data entries
The basic idea behind this method is to find a minimal subset of entries
whose removal restores consistency between the data and the rules. In our
running example, there are four possible minimal repairs, as seen in Table
1.1: Repair 1, Repair 2, Repair 3 and Repair 4. All these repairs consist of
removing only one data entry to restore consistency, and yield a consistent
data set consisting of three data entries.
While searching for a minimal repair is a reasonable strategy in absence
of any background knowledge, in real-world applications, we often have
access to some kind of additional knowledge about the system being mod-
elled, which does not necessarily need to be satisfied. This knowledge can be
acquired from domain experts, from the domain literature, or even from in-
tuitions about the described problem. This new information can be exploited
to identify the most plausible repairs, which may not necessarily be minimal.
Our hypothesis throughout this thesis is that we can find more accurate
repairs than the minimal repairs by incorporating this external knowledge
in the form of new rules. We call these rules: rules of thumb. Unlike integrity
constraints (i.e. the rules that have to be satisfied by the data), rules of thumb
do not necessarily need to be satisfied by all the data entries of a consistent
problem. They can be seen as “soft” rules that are preferably satisfied in a
plausible context. Therefore, a new strategy of searching for a repair would
now consist of finding the repair that also satisfies these rules of thumb. In
our example of inconsistent relationships extracted from social media, one
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rule of thumb could be:
• siblings tend to connect to each other on social media networks more
often than to their parents.
This rule indicates that usually, siblings tend to be connected in many social
media networks. In other words, the sibling relationships extracted from the
social media networks tend to be more correct and consistent, i.e. less likely
to be wrong than parent relationships. With this rule of thumb added to the
problem, the best repairs then consist of the repairs that remove the smallest
number of sibling relationships. From Table 1.1, these repairs are Repair 1,
Repair 2 and Repair 10, which preserve all the sibling relationships. Another
example rule of thumb could be:
• women tend to make fewer errors when including information on
social media networks than men.
This rule of thumb about social media networks dictates that relationships
which women are part of are more likely to be encoded correctly than the
relationships between men. In this case, every sibling(X,Y) or parent(X,Y)
relationship where either X or Y corresponds to a woman is more likely to
be correct than the case where both X and Y correspond to men. In the data
entries of our example, Jane is the only woman. Therefore, the best repairs
now correspond to the repairs that retain the largest number of relationships
that Jane is part of. From Table 1.1, these repairs are Repair 3, Repair 4 and
Repair 5.
From these two different rules of thumb, it is clear that the “best” or
most plausible repairs can be different from minimal repairs. While Repair 1,
Repair 2, Repair 3 and Repair 4 correspond to minimal repairs, the external
knowledge about social media networks that was encoded in the form of
rules of thumb yields to Repair 1, Repair 2 and Repair 10 being the best
repairs using the first rule of thumb and Repair 3, Repair 4 and Repair 5
being the best repairs using the second rule of thumb. It is then of interest to
investigate different ways of introducing rules of thumb to repair inconsistent
knowledge and studying their impact on generating more accurate repairs.
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1.2 Thesis Outline
In this thesis, we propose mechanisms for encoding and reasoning with rules
of thumb to repair inconsistent knowledge bases. We apply our rules-of-
thumb approach to three important knowledge acquisition problems, and
demonstrate that it generates more accurate repairs than commonly used
state-of-the-art approaches. The first problem is about information that was
extracted from text that contains inconsistencies. This is usually caused by the
anomalies generated by the extraction methods, or by the fact that, in some
applications, the data is extracted from various text sources and may contain
contradicting information. These inconsistencies need to be repaired in order
to gather useful knowledge from the large number of available text sources.
The second application for using rules of thumb in acquiring knowlege is
a Gene Regulatory Network (GRN) application. A GRN is a network that
contains genes and relations between genes. GRNs determine the patterns of
activation states of the genes, which in turn affect the phenotypic behavior
of the system. They are crucial in understanding how genes of a cell affect
each other, and play a central role in the creation of body structures, which
in turn is essential to inferring ancestral relationships between organisms.
The third application for the use of rules of thumb consists of repairing
conflicts that arise when multiple treatments are prescribed simultaneously
for patients who are diagnosed with multiple diseases. As people live longer,
the number of patients diagnosed with multiple simultaneous diseases keep
rising [106], and a system that can automatically suggest valid treatments
with no conflicts between medical procedures is a valuable aid for clinicians.
In each of these applications, we present different methods of using rules of
thumb in a useful way during the repair process of the relevant knowledge
base. The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows:
• In Chapter 2, we give an overview of some standard concepts that will
reoccur frequently throughout the thesis.
• In Chapter 3, we tackle the problem of repairing inconsistencies found
in automatically extracted taxonomies from large text corpora such as
the Web [143]. Without appropriate post-processing, such taxonomies
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are often inconsistent. A standard approach to repairing such incon-
sistencies is to identify a minimally consistent subset of the extracted
facts. For example, we could aim to minimize the sum of the confidence
weights of the facts that are removed for restoring consistency. We
present MAP inference as a base method for this approach, and analyze
how it can be improved by taking into account dependencies between
the extracted facts. These dependencies correspond to rules of thumb
such as “if a given fact is wrong then all facts that have been extracted
from the same sentence are also likely to be wrong”, which we encode
in Markov logic. We present experimental results to demonstrate the
potential of this idea.
• In Chapter 4, we present different ways of using rules of thumb to
repair inconsistent Answer Set Programs [141,142]. Answer set pro-
gramming (ASP) is a form of declarative programming that can be used
to elegantly model various systems. When the available knowledge
about these systems is imperfect, however, the resulting programs can
be inconsistent. Although several approaches to repair inconsistent
ASP programs have already been proposed, most of them merely find a
repair which is in some sense minimal. We consider the scenario where
expert knowledge about the domain is available, which could allow us
to identify better repairs. This expert knowledge is formulated as rules
of thumb, but no training data is available to learn how these rules
of thumb interact. The main question we address in this chapter is
whether we can then still aggregate the rules of thumb in a useful way.
In addition to standard aggregation techniques, we present a novel
statistical approach that assigns weights to these rules of thumb, by
sampling, in a particular way, from a pool of possible repairs. In partic-
ular, we evaluate how frequently each given rule of thumb is violated
in the sample of repairs, and use the Z-score of this distribution to
set the weight of that rule. We analyze the potential of using expert
knowledge in this way, by focusing on a specific case study: Gene
Regulatory Networks. We describe the rules of thumb that express
available expert knowledge from the biological literature and explain
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how they can be encoded while repairing inconsistencies. Finally, we
experimentally compare the proposed repair strategies using rules of
thumb against the baseline strategy of identifying minimal repairs.
• In Chapter 5, we propose an ASP approach that can automatically
repair inconsistencies that arise when multiple treatments are simulta-
neously needed for patients with comorbid diseases [144]. The answer
sets of our program directly correspond to proposed treatments, ac-
counting for multiple possible solutions if they exist. We also include
the possibility to take preferences based on drug-drug interactions
into account while solving inconsistencies. We show in a case study
that our method results in more preferred treatments than standard
approaches.
• In Chapter 6, we propose a new data driven approach to recommend
treatments for comorbid patients using word-based and phrase-based
alignment methods [145]. The most popular methods currently rely
on combining specific information from individual diseases (e.g. proce-
dures, tests, etc.), then aim to detect and repair the conflicts that arise
in the combined treatments. This proves to be a challenge especially
in the cases where the studied comorbidities contain large numbers of
diseases. In contrast, our methods rely on training a translation model
using previous medical records to find treatments for newly diagnosed
comorbidities. We also explore the use of additional criteria in the
form of a drug interactions penalty and a treatment popularity score to
select the best treatment in the case where multiple valid translations
for a single comorbidity are available.
The results in this thesis have been published in an international journal and
in the proceedings of international conferences with peer review. Specifically,
our work on repairing taxonomies using MAP inference and rules of thumb
can be found in [143]. Our methods to repair inconsistent ASP programs
using rules of thumb can be found in [141], as well as in the extended
version [142] where we present and compare different ways of aggregating
the rules of thumb in the repair approach. In [144], we presented an ASP
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method to repair inconsistencies that arise when combining treatments
for comorbid patients. We showed that our method improves on previous
ASP methods that use mitigation operators in their repair process. Finally,
in [145], we introduced a novel data-driven approach to find treatments for
comorbid patients by training a translation model using previous medical
records, and adding external criteria in the form of drug interactions penalty
and procedure popularity score.
CHAPTER 2
Preliminaries
In this chapter, we introduce some preliminary notions that will be used
throughout this thesis. In Section 2.1, we recall some basic notions about
Markov logic, Markov Logic Networks and MAP inference. In Section 2.2, we
provide some background on answer set programming. Finally, in Section
2.3, we provide some background on statistical machine translation systems.
2.1 Markov Logic
Markov logic is a probabilistic extension of first-order logic [163]. Since
most real-world machine learning problems contain both statistical and
relational aspects, learners need to represent probabilities and relational logic
simultaneously. Markov logic accomplishes this idea by assigning weights
to first-order formulas in order to create templates for features of Markov
networks [168]. Markov logic has been successfully applied to problems in
entity resolution [182], link prediction [94], information extraction [173,
174] and others. We will restrict ourselves to a function-free version of
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Markov logic. Moreover, we will assume that the domain of each variable
is finite. In this case, a first-order logic theory can be seen as a concise
representation of a propositional theory, which can be obtained using a
process called grounding. An expression of the form P(x1, ..., xn), where P
is a predicate symbol, and x1, ..., xn are constants or variables, is called an
atom. For example, consider the following atoms:
smokes(x)
friends(x, y)
These atoms denote that x smokes, and that x and y are friends. When all
the arguments of an atom are constants, it is called a ground atom. Let G be





A disjunction of atoms is called a clause. The groundings of a clause are
formed by replacing every variable in this clause with constants in all possible
ways. The Herbrand base B(C) of a set of clauses C is the set of all ground
atoms constructible from the predicate symbols and constants in C. We define
a possible world as a mapping from the Herbrand base to {true, false}, i.e. a
mapping assigning a truth value to every ground atom in the language.
A Markov Logic Network (MLN) is a set of clauses (or formulas), each
with an associated weight in R [168]. Note that MLNs are often constructed
using a restricted subset of first-order logic formulas that can be converted
to clausal form. The most widely-used restriction is to Horn clauses, which
are clauses containing at most one positive literal. The weight of a formula
intuitively shows the importance of the formula it is assigned to. For example,
let K be the following MLN:
1.5 smokes(x)) drinks(x)
0.9 friends(x, y)) (smokes(x), smokes(y))
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The first rule encodes that if x smokes, then x likes to drink as well. The
second rule encodes that if x and y are friends, then they have the same
smoking habits (i.e. if x smokes, then y smokes as well, and if x does not
smoke, then y does not smoke either). Instead of presuming a world to
be impossible if it violates even one formula, Markov logic allows a world
to violate one or more formulas and still be considered possible, but less
probable. Naturally, the more formulas the world violates, and the higher our
confidence is in these formulas, the less probable it becomes. Thus, formulas
in Markov logic can be seen as soft constraints, and their weights as penalties.
Together with a finite set of constants, an MLN defines a log-linear
probability distribution of possible worlds as follows:









where X is a random variable representing the true world and x is a possible
world, F is the number of formulas in the MLN, wi is the weight of the
ith formula, ni(x) is the number of true groundings of the ith formula in














= ewi . The normalization constant Z is required to make the sum
of the probabilities of all the worlds equal to one. Note that hard constraints,
i.e. formulas that have to be satisfied, can be presented using very large
weights.2 They resemble pure first-order logic formulas.
Given a set of observed (input) atoms, Maximum-A-Posteriori (MAP)
inference aims to find the most likely truth assignment of a set of query
(output) atoms. This corresponds to finding a truth assignment for the atoms
that maximizes the sum of the weights of the satisfied clauses in the grounded
version of the MLN. For example, the output of MAP inference given the
previously defined set of atoms G as the set of observed atoms and the MLN
K is:
drinks(Bob)
2In most solvers, a very large weight can be calculated for example by the sum of the weights
of the soft constraints + 10.








Weighted satisfiability solvers can be used to compute MAP inference. For ex-
ample, the solver MaxWalkSAT uses a weighted variant of the WalkSAT local-
search satisfiability solver [178]. In this thesis, we use the solver RockIt [159],
which compiles MAP queries to integer linear programs, and solves them
internally using the integer linear solver Gurobi.3 This is more efficient than
classic WalkSAT search. In fact, during the mapping process, RockIt applies
the Cutting Plane Inference (CPI) algorithm described in [169] and the
Cutting Plane Aggregation (CPA) algorithm [159] to speed-up the inference.
2.2 Answer Set Programming
Answer Set Programming (ASP) is a declarative problem solving language
[93,133]. In other words, ASP is a language that requires users to describe
what the problem is, and not how to solve it. Recently, ASP has evolved into
an active research area that produced not only theoretical insights, but also
highly useful software tools and interesting applications. In [76], real-world
applications of ASP in robotics and bioinformatics are presented, as well as
several other industry-grade applications such as workforce management,
intelligent call routing and various decision support systems. One of the main
reasons for the success of ASP is the high expressive power of its language.
An ASP rule has the form
h1 | . . . | hi  a1, . . . , aj , not bj+1, . . . , not bk. (2.2)
3http://www.gurobi.com
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where h1, . . . , hi , a1, . . . , aj and bj+1, . . . , bk are called atoms, similar to atoms
in Section 2.1, and represent constants or variables. Let r be an ASP rule
of the form (2.2). We call head(r) = {h1, . . . , hi} the head of the rule r and
body(r) = {a1, . . . , aj , not bj+1, . . . , not bk} the body of r. Let body+(r) =
{a1, . . . , aj} and body (r) = {bj+1, . . . , bk}. The “|” in the head of a rule
represents a disjunction, while the “,” in the body of a rule represents a
conjunction. If body(r) = ;, then r is called a fact. For convenience, the
symbol is often omitted when writing facts in ASP. If head(r) = ;, then r
is called a constraint. Constraints act as filters on the possible answer sets.
Answer set programs will often follow a generate-and-test methodology, in
which a set of rules is used to generate candidate solutions and constraints
are then used to filter these candidates. The keyword not represents negation-
as-failure in ASP, where not a intuitively holds whenever we cannot derive
that a holds.
An answer set program ⇧ is a set of ASP rules of the form (2.2). We call
⇧ a positive program if for any rule r 2 ⇧, body (r) = ;. A set X of atoms
is closed under a positive program ⇧ if for any rule r 2 ⇧, head(r) 2 X
whenever body+(r) ✓ X . The smallest set of atoms closed under a positive
program ⇧ is denoted by Cn(⇧) and is called the answer set of ⇧. In the
general case (i.e. if there exists a rule r 2 ⇧ such that body (r) 6= ;), we call
⇧ a disjunctive program. To find the answer sets of a disjunctive program ⇧,
we need to find the reduct ⇧X of ⇧ relative to a set X of atoms. This reduct
is defined by
⇧X = {head(r) body+(r) | r 2 ⇧ and body (r)\ X = ;} .
A set X of atoms is then called an answer set of ⇧ if Cn(⇧X ) = X .
Example 1. Let ⇧ be the answer set program formed by the rules “a not b”
and “b  not a”. For X = {a}, ⇧X = “a  ” and Cn(⇧X ) = {a}. Since
Cn(⇧X ) = X = {a}, {a} is an answer set of ⇧. Similarly, for X = {b}, ⇧X =
“b ” and Cn(⇧X ) = {b}. Hence {b} is also an answer set of ⇧.
Example 2. Let ⇧ be the answer set program formed by the rule “a not a”.
For X = {;}, ⇧X = “a  ” and Cn(⇧X ) = {a}. For X = {a}, ⇧X = “ ” and
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Cn(⇧X ) = {;}. Hence, there is no set X that satisfies the relation Cn(⇧X ) = X .
Therefore, ⇧ has no answer sets. We call ⇧ an inconsistent ASP program.
To decide whether an ASP program with no disjunctive rules has answer
sets is NP-complete [138], which is similar to the the classical propositional
satisfiability problem (SAT). When an ASP program contains disjunctive
rules, deciding whether it has answer sets becomes NPNP-complete [73]. In
practice, it is often easier to encode ASP programs using first-order rules such
as R(X1, X2, X3)  Q(X1, X2), not S(X3). Such a rule should be seen as a
compact representation of a set of ASP rules, called the groundings of the first-
order rule, which are obtained by considering all possible instantiations of
the variables by constants appearing in the program. An ASP solver (e.g. clasp
[88]) is then used to find the answer sets of the ground program. Typically,
ASP programs are specified such that there is a one-to-one mapping between
the answer sets of the program and the solutions of the problem being
modelled.
Consider the following map coloring problem: color the regions of a
map such that adjacent regions have different colors. For example, color the
districts of Lebanon shown in Fig. 2.1 using four different colors, such that
adjacent districts (i.e. districts that share a border) have different colors.
Figure 2.1: A map showing the districts of Lebanon.
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First, we need to define the facts in this problem. This mainly includes the
facts of the form district(x) which encode that x is a district, and the facts of
the form adjacent(x,y) which encode that district x is adjacent to district y.














adjacent(akkar, tripoli). adjacent(akkar, zgharta).
adjacent(akkar, miniyeh). adjacent(akkar, hermel).
adjacent(tripoli, koura). adjacent(tripoli, zgharta).
adjacent(miniyeh, zgharta). adjacent(miniyeh, bsharri).
adjacent(miniyeh, hermel). adjacent(baalbek, zahle).
adjacent(zgharta, koura). adjacent(zgharta, bsharri).
adjacent(koura, batroun). adjacent(koura, bsharri).
adjacent(bsharri, batroun). adjacent(bsharri, hermel).
adjacent(bsharri, baalbek). adjacent(matn, baalbek).
adjacent(batroun, jbeil). adjacent(batroun, baalbek).
adjacent(jbeil, kesrwan). adjacent(jbeil, baalbek).
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adjacent(kesrwan, matn). adjacent(kesrwan, baalbek).
adjacent(matn, beirut). adjacent(matn, baabda).
adjacent(baabda, beirut). adjacent(baabda, aley).
adjacent(baabda, zahle). adjacent(matn, zahle).
adjacent(aley, chouf). adjacent(aley, westernBeqaa).
adjacent(aley, zahle). adjacent(chouf , westernBeqaa).
adjacent(chouf , sidon). adjacent(chouf , jezzine).
adjacent(chouf , westernBeqaa). adjacent(westernBeqaa, jezzine).
adjacent(hermel, baalbek). adjacent(westernBeqaa, jezzine).
adjacent(zahle, westernBeqaa). adjacent(zahle, rashaya).
adjacent(westernBeqaa, rashaya). adjacent(westernBeqaa, hasbaya).
adjacent(rashaya, hasbaya). adjacent(hasbaya, marjeyoun).
adjacent(jezzine, sidon). adjacent(jezzine, nabatieh).
adjacent(jezzine, marjeyoun). adjacent(jezzine, hasbaya).
adjacent(sidon, tyre). adjacent(sidon, nabatieh).
adjacent(tyre, nabatieh). adjacent(tyre, marjeyoun).
adjacent(nabatieh, marjeyoun). adjacent(marjeyoun, bintJbeil).
adjacent(tyre, bintJbeil).
After encoding the facts, the problem can now be solved using the following
ASP rules:
color(X, c1) | color(X, c2) | color(X, c3) | color(X, c4) district(X).
 adjacent(X, Y), color(X, C), color(Y, C).
The first rule is a disjunctive rule. It encodes that every district X can have
one of four possible colors: c1, c2, c3 or c4. The second rule is a constraint. It
encodes that it is not allowed that adjacent districts X and Y both have the
same color C. These facts and rules form an ASP program P. An answer set
of P would correspond directly to a solution of the district coloring problem.
Note that P has many answer sets, i.e. there are many ways of coloring the
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districts of Lebanon with four different colors such that adjacent districts
have different colors. One possible answer set is:
color(akkar, red). color(beirut, yellow).
color(miniyeh, yellow). color(hermel, blue).
color(zgharta, blue). color(baalbek, yellow).
color(tripoli, green). color(zahle, red).
color(koura, yellow). color(westernBeqaa, yellow).
color(bsharri, green). color(rashaya, blue).
color(batroun, red). color(jezzine, blue).
color(jbeil, green). color(sidon, yellow).
color(kesrwan, red). color(tyre, blue).
color(matn, blue). color(hasbaya, green).
color(baabda, green). color(nabatieh, green).
color(aley, blue). color(marjeyoun, red).
color(chouf , red). color(bintJbeil, yellow).
This answer set corresponds to a possible solution to the district coloring
problem. This solution is shown in Fig. 2.2.
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Figure 2.2: A possible solution to the district coloring problem
In addition to encoding atoms, most ASP solvers offer extensions in the
form of simple operations that can be used in the ASP program. In this
thesis, we use the ASP solver clasp along with the grounder gringo (together
known as clingo) which provide extensions that include “aggregates” and
“optimization statements”.
An aggregate in clingo is an operation on a multiset of weighted atoms
that evaluates to some truth value. Aggregate atoms are of the form:
l op [L1 = w1, L2 = w2, ..., Ln = wn] u
with l a lower bound, u an upper bound, an operation op and a set of literals
Li each assigned to a weight wi. A literal is defined as an atom a or its classical
negation ¬a. The supported aggregates that will be used in this thesis are
sum (the sum of weights), count (a special case of sum where all the weights
are equal to 1), min (the minimum of weights) and max (the maximum
of weights). An example on how to use these aggregates is shown in the
following:
person(bob). (2.3)
degree(bachelor) | degree(master) person(bob). (2.4)
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totalSalary(S) S = #sum[salary(X) = X]. (2.10)
status(foreigner) | status(local) person(bob). (2.11)
totalSalary(2500) status(local). (2.12)
finalSalary(S) S = #max[totalSalary(X) = X].
(2.13)
In this example, we follow a person named bob who is trying to figure out
how much his salary would be based on his degree and status in his country.
The only fact of this problem is that bob is a person. Rules 2.4 and 2.5
encode that bob can either have a bachelor degree or a master degree, and
that he can either have a degree in engineering or a degree in art. Rules
2.6-2.9 encode the different salaries that are associated with every type of
degree. In rule 2.10, we use the aggregate sum to calculate the total salary. In
this rule, #sum[salary(X) = X] indicates that we want to sum the X values.
Using #sum[salary(X)] instead would indicate the sum of the number of
groundings of salary(X) that belong to the answer set, which is not the
intended purpose in this case. The sum is then stored in the variable S and
encoded in the expression totalSalary(S). Rule 2.11 encodes that bob can
either be a foreigner or a local in his country. In the case where bob is local,
there is a minimum total salary of 2500, regardless of his degrees. This is
encoded in Rule 2.12. Finally, in Rule 2.13, we calculate the final salary
of bob, which is the maximum value between his total salary based on his
degrees and the value 2500 in the case where bob is a local. Similarly, we
use #max[totalSalary(X) = X] to maximize the value stored in X. This ASP
program has the following eight possible answer sets:
1. person(bob). degree(bachelor). degree(artist). salary(200).
salary(1000). totalSalary(1200). status(foreigner). finalSalary(1200).
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2. person(bob). degree(bachelor). degree(artist). salary(200).
salary(1000). totalSalary(1200). totalSalary(2500). status(local). fi-
nalSalary(2500).
3. person(bob). degree(master). degree(artist). salary(500). salary(1000).
totalSalary(1500). status(foreigner). finalSalary(1500).
4. person(bob). degree(master). degree(artist). salary(500). salary(1000).
totalSalary(1500). totalSalary(2500). status(local). finalSalary(2500).
5. person(bob). degree(bachelor). degree(engineer). salary(200).
salary(3000). totalSalary(3200). status(foreigner). finalSalary(3200).
6. person(bob). degree(bachelor). degree(engineer). salary(200).
salary(3000). totalSalary(2500). totalSalary(3200). status(local). fi-
nalSalary(3200).
7. person(bob). degree(master). degree(engineer). salary(500).
salary(3000). totalSalary(3500). status(foreigner). finalSalary(3500).
8. person(bob). degree(master). degree(engineer). salary(500).
salary(3000). totalSalary(2500). totalSalary(3500). status(local). fi-
nalSalary(3500).
As it is shown above, answer sets 1, 3, 5 and 7 contain only one totalSalary
expression, since bob is a foreigner in these answer sets. This totalSalary
expression encodes the sum of the salaries depending on the degrees of
bob. Notice that the final salary and total salary are identical in these cases.
On the other hand, answer sets 2, 4, 6 and 8 encode that bob is a local.
Therefore, there is a second totalSalary expression which is always 2500, in
addition to the total salary calculated from the degrees of bob. In the latter
answer sets, the final salary of bob encoded by finalSalary is the maximum
value between the two total salaries. Note that the aggregate count works
similarly to the aggregate sum, but all the weights of the literals are equal
to 1. Likewise, the aggregate min works similarly to the aggregate max, but
calculates the minimum instead of the maximum value.
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An optimization statement in clingo extends the basic question of whether
a set of atoms is an answer set to whether it is an optimal answer set. An
optimization statement has the form:
opt [L1 = w1@p1, L2 = w2@p2, ..., Ln = wn@pn]
with opt either minimize or maximize, a set of literals Li each assigned to
a weight wi and integer priorities pi (the highest priority is given to the
optimization statement with the highest integer pi). The supported optimiza-
tion statements of clingo adopt the optimization statements of lparse [189].
When an ASP program contains an optimization statement, an answer set is
optimal if the sum of weights of literals that hold is maximal (when using
maximize) or minimal (when using minimize) among all answer sets of the
program. Moreover, priorities in the form of integers can be associated with
optimization statements, which allows the use of multiple instances of these
statements within the same program. For example, consider the following
ASP program:





noisy hotel(X), city(X). (2.19)
#maximize[hotel(X) : stars(X, Y) = Y @ 1]. (2.20)
#minimize[noisy @ 2]. (2.21)
In this program, we are trying to pick between three different hotels. The
expression stars(X,Y) encodes that hotel X has Y stars. The expression city(X)
encodes that hotel X is in the city. Rule 2.19 encodes that if a hotel is in
the city, then it is noisy. Rule 2.20 encodes that, when picking a hotel, we
want to maximize the number of stars of this hotel, with a priority p1 = 1.
Rule 2.21 encodes that we want to minimize decisions where the hotel is
noisy, with a priority p2 = 2. Since p2 > p1 the highest priority is given to
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Rule 2.21. If we use clasp to compute the most optimal answer set based on
the optimization statements in Rule 2.20 and Rule 2.21, we get hotel(2) in
the answer set, since it is the hotel with the highest number of stars that is
not a noisy hotel.
2.3 Word-Based and Phrase-Based Alignment
The field of Machine Translation (MT) is concerned with automatically
translating the meaning of a sentence (i.e. sequence of words) s = [s0, . . . , si]
of a source language to another sentence t = [t0, . . . , t j] of a target language.
Statistical Machine Translation (SMT) systems learn how to make such
translations in a purely data driven fashion, by comparing a large number of
sentences from the source language with their corresponding translation in
the target language. This only requires access to a sentence-aligned corpus,
i.e. SMT systems figure out automatically which words or phrases from
each source sentence correspond to which words or phrases from each
target sentence. This process is called alignment. One of the most commonly
used machine translation systems which uses word-based and phrase-based
alignments is called Moses [112].
The problem of translating a sentence s to t can be expressed, using
Bayes rule, as follows:
argmaxt Pr(t|s) = argmaxt Pr(t) Pr(s|t) (2.22)
In other words, given any sequence of words s in the source language, we
want to find the sequence of words t in the target language which maxi-
mizes Pr(t|s). In (2.22), the prior probability Pr(t) is the language model
probability, which models how natural the sequence t is in the target lan-
guage, irrespective of the source sentence. On the other hand, the probability
Pr(s|t) is the translation model probability, which models how likely s is as a
translation of t.
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2.3.1 Word-Based Alignment
As mentioned above, a key challenge for SMT is to identify, in a given
sentence-aligned training corpus, which words from each sentence corre-
spond to which words from their translation. In word-based alignment mod-
els, the probability that a given word sk from the source sentence matches
the word tk from the target sentence is assumed to be independent of the
other words in these sentences. An example of a word-based alignment is
found in Fig. 2.3.
Figure 2.3: Word aligned sentence pair.
The most widely used method to create word-based alignments is by using
the five IBM models [36,198]. This method consists of using these models
iteratively (i.e. the output of model 1 becomes the input of model 2, etc.) to
approach a local maximum of the likelihood of a particular set of translations.
In models 1 and 2, an arbitrary length of the source sentence is chosen,
assuming all reasonable lengths to be equally likely. Then, for every word
in the source sentence, a target word from the target sentence is chosen.
In model 1, all connections from source to target words are equally likely,
while in model 2, the order of the words is taken into account. In models 3,
4, and 5, the target sentence is built by choosing, for each word, the number
of words in the source sentence that will be connected to it, then the identity
of the individual words, and finally, the position of these words in the target
sentence.
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2.3.2 Phrase-Based Alignment
One main disadvantage of word-based alignment models is that the context
of a word is not taken into account when trying to find a suitable translation.
For many words, the translation depends heavily on the surrounding words
that occur in the same sentence. For example, when translating a sentence
from English to French, the meaning of the word “right” in the English
sentence “You are right” is totally different than in the sentence “Turn to the
right”. Hence, different translations of the same word are expected. Indeed,
the English word “right” in the first sentence is translated to the French
word “raison”, while the same English word “right” in the second sentence is
translated to the French word “droite”. The basis of phrase-based alignment
is to decompose the input sentence from the source language into phrases
(i.e. natural sequences of words), find a translation for every phrase, then
re-order these phrase translations and combine them to produce the target
sentence.
A popular method for finding a phrase-based alignment is to learn the
phrase translations from a corpus that has already been aligned using a
word-based translation model [113]. In particular, the method relies on two
word alignments: from source language to target language and from target
language to source language. An example of such word alignments is shown
in Fig. 2.4.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 2.4: (a) English to French word alignment. (b) French to English
word alignment.
The two word alignments are then combined by doing an intersection of
the aligned words. The combined alignment of the two alignments found in
Fig. 2.4 is shown in Fig. 2.5.
Figure 2.5: Combined word alignment.
Then, all aligned phrase pairs that are consistent with the combined word
alignment are collected. Consistency is defined such that the words of a
phrase pair are only aligned to each other, and are not aligned to words that
are not inside the phrase pair. Examples of phrase pairs that are consistent
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and inconsistent with the combined word alignment are shown in Fig. 2.6.
(a)
(b)
Figure 2.6: (a) Examples of phrase pairs that are consistent with the combined
word alignment. (b) Example of a phrase pair that is not consistent with the
combined word alignment.
After extracting the phrase pairs, a score needs to be assigned for every
phrase translation. This score is usually calculated using relative frequency:




The extracted phrase pairs and their respective scores constitute a phrase
translation table. Finally, a phrase-based decoder (usually based on beam
search) is used to generate the output sentence from a source sentence by
re-ordering phrase translations [113].
N-best Phrase-based Alignment
A phrase-based alignment model is generally expected to output the most
likely translation of an input sentence. However, some applications benefit
from having a set of alternative translations instead. This set of translations
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contains the n most probable translations of an input sentence. A simple
method to find the n-best translations of an input sentence is to initially
apply a phrase-based translation model to generate candidate translations.
Then, instead of choosing the sentence that has the overall highest transla-
tion probability, the method chooses n sentences with the n highest overall
translation probabilities [112]. As we will see in Chapter 6, using an n-best
phrase-based alignment is very important for introducing rules of thumb
into phrase-based translation techniques.
2.4 Inconsistency Handling
Managing inconsistencies is a fundamental part of the process of developing
a large system. Failure to identify and handle inconsistency in an appropriate
manner can lead to an unsuitable development of a system, and in some
cases, may deem a system completely unusable. For example, in classical
deductive logic, a theory that does not contain a contradiction is called
consistent or satisfiable. However, when a theory contains two or more
propositions that yield two opposite conclusions, it is deemed unsatisfiable.
Similarly, an inconsistent ASP program does not have any answer sets and
therefore can not give any meaningful model solution.
In general, the notion of “inconsistency” denotes any situation in which
two or more descriptions do not obey some relationship that should hold
between them [161]. The choice of inconsistency handling strategy differs
depending on the system at hand. While most research aims at detecting
and eliminating inconsistencies, some frameworks consider that inconsis-
tencies are acceptable, as long as the actions necessary to deal with them
are explicitly known [83]. In this thesis, we tackle the problem of handling
inconsistencies in knowledge bases that contain rules and facts. In other
words, we look at problems that contain data entries that do not satisfy
certain rules or conditions. We call such knowledge bases inconsistent and
we aim to restore their consistency.
Let K be an inconsistent knowledge base, FK the rules r of K such that
body(r) = ; (i.e. the facts of K), RK = K \ FK and  K the set of all the literals
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in K , defined by  K =
S
r2K head(r)[ body(r). We assume that two disjoint
sets of facts F inc and F con are defined a priori, such that FK ✓ F inc [ F con.
The set F inc contains the facts that may be causing an inconsistency in the
knowledge base K . In this thesis, we repair K by adding and/or removing
facts of F inc from FK to create a knowledge base Kmod that is consistent.
The goal of an inconsistency handling system is then to find one or possi-
bly many repairs that restore consistency in a knowledge base. Commonly
used strategies for inconsistency handling are based on some form of minimal
repair. In this thesis, the notion of minimal repair entails cardinality-based
minimal repairs. However, a repair could also be minimal under set inclusion.
Example 3. Consider a database that contains facts of the form E(X,Y,N) with
the functional dependency X ! Y . Let I = {E(a,b,1), E(a,c,2), E(a,c,3)} be
an inconsistent instance of this database. One possible repair could be r1 =
{E(a,b,1)} while another repair could be r2 = {E(a,c,2), E(a,c,3)}. The repair
r1 is minimal under set inclusion, while the repair r2 is a cardinality-based
minimal repair.
While searching for a minimal repair is a reasonable strategy in absence
of any background knowledge (supported by Occam’s razor principle), we
show in this thesis that the best repairs are not necessarily always minimal. In
many applications, additional knowledge can be encoded in the inconsistency
handling system in order to find more plausible repairs. To this extent, a cost
can be associated with every repair. This cost consists of a penalty value that
increases when a repair does not satisfy a certain property encoded in the
system. Then, instead of finding minimal repairs, the inconsistency handling
process aims to find the repair with the lowest penalty cost. In the case of
cardinality-based minimal repairs, the penalty cost represents the number of
data entries that were added or removed from the knowledge base.
The penalty cost associated with every repair can also be interpreted
as a ranking to prefer repairs over others. In many applications (e.g. rec-
ommending treatments for patients with comorbidity), multiple repairs of
different ranks are useful. For example, a repair that minimizes the cost of a
medical treatment can be preferred over a repair that minimizes the length
of a treatment. In this thesis, we present methods to effectively use addi-
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tional information in this way, and aggregate it into inconsistency handling
processes of different kinds of problems.
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CHAPTER 3
Repairing Inconsistent Taxonomies
Relation extraction from natural language is a promising method for learning
logical theories. Among others, several authors have proposed methods for
learning taxonomies (“is-a” relations [100]) in this way, as well as temporal
(before/after, during, etc. [134]) and spatial (leftOf, under/above, etc. [116])
relations. Due to the imperfect nature of methods for relation extraction
from natural language, the resulting theories are likely to contain mistakes,
which usually leads to logical inconsistencies. It is then of interest to repair
these inconsistencies, as the theories may otherwise be difficult to use in
the considered application, and because doing so may allow us to partially
correct the mistakes that were made in the relation extraction process. A
common method for repairing a logical theory is to identify a maximally
consistent subset, or to identify a minimal set of facts to be removed such
that consistency is restored. Given that most relation extraction methods
provide us with confidence weights, a standard approach is to minimize
the sum of the weights of the removed facts. However, we often have some
information about the context in which extracted facts have been obtained.
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This allows us to formulate (soft) dependencies between these facts. For
example we could consider that “if a given fact is wrong, then other facts that
have been extracted from the same sentence are more likely to be wrong”,
or that “if a fact is wrong, then other facts that have been obtained from
the same document using the same extraction pattern are more likely to be
wrong”.
Although the methods that we propose are applicable more generally,
in this chapter we will focus on taxonomies. In particular, we assume that
we are given a set of facts in the form of is-a statements, each with an
associated confidence weight. For instance, 0.9 : isa(Dog, Animal) is a fact
where Dog is a subtype, Animal is its corresponding supertype, and 0.9 is the
confidence weight. These facts have either been extracted from text directly,
or have been deduced from other extracted terms using some heuristic (e.g.
if most entities that are similar to a given entity X are subclasses of Y, we may
plausibly derive that X is also likely to be a subclass of Y). We expect that
the is-a relationship is transitive, asymmetric and irreflexive, i.e. it satisfies
the following rules:
isa(A, B)^ isa(B, C)) isa(A, C)
isa(A, B)) ¬isa(B, A)
¬isa(A, A).
These rules are hard constraints. When they are applied to the initial set of
facts, inconsistencies are likely to arise. To restore consistency, we then need
to remove some facts from the initial set. In choosing which set of facts to
remove, we usually aim to minimize the sum of the confidence degrees of
the removed facts.
Moreover, having some prior knowledge about the considered domain,
we incorporate dependencies by imposing a number of soft constraints, in
addition to the aforementioned hard constraints that encode the semantics
of the is-a relationship. These soft constraints are essentially “rules of thumb”
that express our intuition about the problem domain. Unlike hard constraints,
these soft constraints do not necessarily need to be satisfied; their only aim
is to help us find more plausible repairs.
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To repair inconsistencies in the set of extracted facts, we encode our
problem in Markov logic (Section 2.1) because it allows us to specify both
soft and hard constraints in an intuitive way. We use Maximum-A-Posteriori
(MAP) inference [57] as our base method to find the most likely set of facts
that satisfies all the constraints.
This chapter is structured as follows. In Section 3.1, we discuss related
work. In Section 3.2, we show how we encode the evidence obtained by a
taxonomy as an MLN and briefly describe how MAP inference is used to repair
inconsistencies in the noisy set of extracted facts. We present our running
example, based on an animal taxonomy extracted from the Web. In Section
3.3, we introduce the rules of thumb that make explicit the dependencies
between facts. We report experimental results in Section 3.4. We conclude
in Section 3.5.
3.1 Related Work
Several approaches for dealing with inconsistent knowledge bases have
already been proposed. A natural approach, which we also take in this
chapter, is to revise such a knowledge base by removing or weakening some
of the formulas. The key problem with such approaches is that there usually
are many different minimal sets of formulas that can be removed to restore
consistency. MAP inference makes a particular choice by minimizing the
sum of the confidence scores of the removed formulas. This approach is
intuitive and straightforward to implement, but from a conceptual point of
view, it relies on the assumption that confidence degrees are accurate and
additive, and that the truth of one formula does not affect the likelihood
that another formula is correct. Therefore, a number of more qualitative
alternatives have been proposed, based on the notion of priorities, which can
be thought of as order of magnitudes of probabilities [19,32,115]. Rather
than removing a minimal set of formulas, some approaches aim to weaken
formulas in a minimal way, without necessarily removing any formulas
[22, 176]. Unfortunately, the complexity of many of these alternatives is
prohibitively high (i.e. at the second or even third level of the polynomial
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hierarchy [40]).
Another class of approaches is based on argumentation systems. The
basic idea is then to construct arguments in favour and against a statement,
select the acceptable ones and then determine whether the original state-
ment can be accepted or not. If the initial knowledge base is inconsistent,
arguments may be defeated by counterarguments. In [4] for example, a pref-
erence relation is used to select the most acceptable arguments. A survey on
argumentation methods in artificial intelligence can be found in [18]. Other
possibilities for managing inconsistency include the use of a paraconsistent
logic [165] or involving the user in an interactive process for ‘debugging’ a
logical theory. Classical results on decision making under uncertainty (DMU)
can be found in the seminal works of Von Neumann and Morgenstern [199]
and Savage [175]. These approaches rely on the use of a quantitative crite-
rion for the comparison of alternative decisions. Several strong assumptions
are needed to justify this criterion. Alternative models rely on a more ordinal
representation, i.e. a binary representation over the pairs of alternatives,
of preferences and uncertainty such as the qualitative utility function [67].
In [65] a recent overview of qualitative decision rules under uncertainty can
be found. The latter type of approaches are less useful in the considered
context, where we want to analyze inconsistencies for identifying likely er-
rors by an information extraction module. In particular, none of the existing
methods seems entirely adequate for this purpose: MAP based approaches
require accurate weights while many other approaches are not sufficiently
scalable.
Our work is also related to [156]. In this work the problem of determining
correspondences between concepts, properties and individuals of two or
more different formal ontologies, i.e. ontology matching, is considered. It
is also argued that Markov Logic Networks provide an excellent framework
for ontology matching. Moreover, it is shown that this approach has several
advantages to existing methods.
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3.2 MAP Inference to Repair Inconsistencies in
Taxonomies
To encode our available evidence about a taxonomy as an MLN, we first add a
number of hard constraints that encode the semantics of the is-a relationship:
isa(A, B)^ isa(B, C)) isa(A, C). (3.1)
isa(A, B)) ¬isa(B, A). (3.2)
¬isa(A, A). (3.3)
To repair a taxonomy, we propose the following MLN. We use as evi-
dence the is-a facts extracted from a Web corpus, along with their respective
confidence weights computed by [3]. Additionally, the MLN contains the
rules (3.1)-(3.3), defining the semantics of the is-a relationship, as hard
constraints (i.e. formulas with infinite weight). These hard constraints will
ensure that the output of the MAP inference process is a consistent set of
facts. The MAP inference output then tells us which facts need to be removed
to restore consistency.
3.3 Rules of Thumb for More Plausible Repair
One of the limitations of the MAP inference approach outlined in Chapter
2 is that it treats all confidence weights as being independent. However, in
practice two facts may have been extracted from the same sentence, or using
the same extraction pattern, which makes it more likely that they are either
both correct or both incorrect. Moreover, in some problem domains, we may
have prior knowledge (or intuitions) about which type of configurations are
more likely. For example, it has been observed in [3] that long chains of is-a
relations usually indicate an error, even though having long chains may not
lead to logical inconsistencies. To take account of dependencies between
facts and prior knowledge, we will add a number of additional rules to the
Markov logic theory.
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3.3.1 Introducing Features
We want to introduce rules that describe dependencies between facts that
share particular features. These features will correspond to meta-data about
how these facts have been extracted, such as which sentence the fact was ex-
tracted from, which extraction pattern was used to obtain the fact [100], etc.
Features can also encode that a fact has not been extracted from text directly,
but has instead been inferred using a heuristic. For instance, in [3], extracted
terms from text are put into clusters based on their similarity. If a term S
is sufficiently similar to terms that share a supertype T , we plausibly infer
isa(S, T ). Moreover, facts can also be obtained using direct modifiers, e.g. ad-
jectives that appear in front of a known taxonomy term. For example, in the
animals taxonomy, the extracted term Ectothermic Species contains the modi-
fier Ectothermic from which we can infer isa(Ectothermic_Species, Species).
The idea is that if two facts share the same feature, we enforce the
soft constraint that if one of the facts is true, the other is more likely to
be true as well (and vice versa if one of them is false, the other is also
more likely to be false). In our taxonomy example, we use three types of
features. The first type is the sentence from which a fact was extracted.
The second feature type is a modifier that describes multiple taxonomy
terms. For example, in the animals corpus, the terms Ectothermic Species
and Ectothermic Animals infer the facts isa(Ectothermic_Species, Species) and
isa(Ectothermic_Animals, Animals). We propose that these two facts are de-
pendent since they were inferred from the same modifier. The third feature
type is an ID that represents a cluster of taxonomy terms, i.e. subtypes that
share the same supertype. Using this ID, we can encode that two facts that
have been deduced from the same cluster of sister-terms are also dependent.
3.3.2 Encoding Rules of Thumb
To encode the rules of thumb in the MLN, instead of only having facts of the
form isa(x , y), we now also consider facts of the form FromSentence(si , x , y),
FromModifier(mi , x , y) and FromCluster(ci , x , y), where x and y are respec-
tively the subtype and supertype of an extracted is-a relationship, and si , mi
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and ci each correspond to a feature from one of the three types described ear-
lier. For example, if isa(A, B) and isa(C , D) were both extracted from the sen-
tence s1, we add the facts FromSentence(s1, A, B) and FromSentence(s1, C , D).
The following rule then encodes the dependency that facts that have been
extracted from the same sentence are likely to be both correct or both incor-
rect:
w1 : FromSentence(si , x , y)^ FromSentence(si , u, v)) (isa(x , y), isa(u, v))
(3.4)
with w1 a certainty weight indicating how strongly we want to impose this
dependency (see below). Similarly, we encode the second dependency rule
between two facts that were inferred from the same modifier, and the third
one between two facts that were deduced from the same cluster in the
following way:
w2 : FromModifier(mi , x , y)^ FromModifier(mi , u, v)) (isa(x , y), isa(u, v))
(3.5)
w3 : FromCluster(ci , x , y)^ FromCluster(ci , u, v)) (isa(x , y), isa(u, v))
(3.6)
All these dependency rules are soft constraints with finite weights. We update
our MLN by adding these rules to the hard constraints (3.1), (3.2) and (3.3).
The weights w1, w2 and w3 will be learned from training data (see below).
3.3.3 Learning Dependency Weights
Given an MLN containing rules4 with unknown weights, and a set of facts
that are known to be true, as training data, weight learning algorithms
try to compute the optimal weights of the MLN rules that maximize the
likelihood of the training data atoms. To learn these weights, we use the
solver Alchemy [114], which implements a generative learner as described
in [60].
4Rules with a large number of variables should be avoided because they have too many
groundings, hence making the learning process longer.
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3.4 Experimental Results
We use MAP inference with dependency rules to repair inconsistencies in
three taxonomies extracted from Web corpora: an animal taxonomy, a vehicle
taxonomy and a plant taxonomy. From the animal taxonomy, 5064 facts were
extracted and used as input observed data. We manually evaluated 2447 of
them as a random subset, and found that 1196 facts are correct, and 1251
facts are incorrect. Moreover, from the vehicle taxonomy, 5755 facts were
extracted and 2638 were manually evaluated. From the 2638 facts, we found
that 1194 are correct and 1444 are incorrect. Finally, from the plant taxonomy,
14034 facts were extracted from which 1489 were manually evaluated. We
found that 1000 facts of them are correct and 489 are incorrect. The goal
is to discard as many of the incorrect facts as possible, while retaining as
many of the correct facts as possible. In other words, we want to reduce
the number of false positives (FP) while not losing true positives (TP) in
the process. To evaluate our results, we use the following metrics: we first
calculate the percentage of correct evidence facts that are retained in the
MAP inference output, and the percentage of incorrect evidence facts that
are lost. We then compute the F1 score which considers both the precision p
and recall r of our tests in the following way:
F1 score= (2⇥ p⇥ r) / (p+ r)
with p = (number of correct facts retained)(number of all facts retained)
and r = (number of correct facts retained)(number of all correct facts) .
Finally, we compute the classification accuracy of our approach. For each
fact, we are basically making a decision, i.e. that the fact is correct (which
means we keep it) or that the fact is incorrect (which means we get rid of it),
depending if it is present in the MAP inference output or not. We also know
the true state of the fact from manual evaluation. Classification accuracy
measures in what percentage of cases our decision corresponds to the true
state of a fact.
We start with the MLN that contains only the hard constraints (rules (3.1)-
(3.3)), and add the facts extracted from the animal taxonomy, the vehicle
taxonomy and the plant taxonomy separately. To repair inconsistencies in
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the extracted facts, we run MAP inference on the resulting MLNs and report
the results in tables 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 respectively. For the animal taxonomy,
we notice that 35.9% of the incorrect evidence facts were removed, while
75.8% of the correct facts were retained. For the vehicle taxonomy, 32.2%
of the incorrect facts were removed, and 82.1% of the correct facts retained.
As for the plant taxonomy, 55.6% of the incorrect facts were removed and
77.8% of the correct facts retained.
Next, we add to each MLN the dependency rules as soft constraints.
To learn the weights of these dependency rules, we use as training data
some manually labelled correct facts extracted from the biomedical DDI Web
corpus.5 The extracted taxonomy from this Web corpus contains 772 facts,
from which 585 are correct and 74 are incorrect. Note that when input facts
are used as training data, their confidence weights are discarded, since these
facts were manually verified to be correct. The learning algorithm will set
the weights such that the likelihood of these evidence facts is maximized.
After learning these weights from the DDI facts, we run MAP inference again
on the MLNs with the animal, vehicle and plant taxonomy facts respectively.
We report the results in tables 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 accordingly.
For the animal taxonomy, we notice an increase from 35.9% to 76.4%
of incorrect evidence facts removed with the addition of the rules of thumb.
Also, there is an increase of the percentage of correct evidence facts retained
from 75.8% to 77.0%. The F1 score also increased from 0.639 to 0.771. For
the classification accuracy metric, we start with an initial value of 51.1% if
we assume that all the facts that we extracted from text are correct. After
doing MAP inference with our MLN containing only hard constraints, this
accuracy increased to 56.3%. However, its value reached 76.7% when we
added the rules of thumb to our MLN. Similarly for the vehicle taxonomy,
the percentage of incorrect evidence facts removed increased from 32.3% to
58.6%. The percentage of correct evidence facts retained increased as well
from 82.1% to 83.1%. There was also an increase in F1 score from 0.689
to 0.765. For the classification accuracy, it had an initial value of 54.7%,
increased to 59.5% after MAP inference with only hard constraints, then
5http://www.cs.york.ac.uk/semeval-2013/task9/
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Initial Removed % Initial Retained %
Only Hard
Constraints
1196 430 35.9 % 1251 949 75.8 % 0.639 56.3 %
Hard Constraints
+ Rules of Thumb
1196 914 76.4 % 1251 963 77.0 % 0.771 76.7 %
reached 72.0% after the addition of rules of thumb to our MLN. Likewise
for the plant taxonomy, the percentage of incorrect evidence facts removed
increased from 55.6% to 72.0%, along with an increase in the percentage of
correct evidence facts retained from 77.8% to 87.7%. The F1 score increased
as well from 0.780 to 0.871. As for the classification accuracy metric, it
starts off with 67.1% assuming all extracted facts are correct, increased to
70.5% after doing MAP inference with only hard constraints in our MLN,
and reached 82.5% after the addition of rules of thumb.
All our metrics showed a great improvement in MAP inference results
when we add rules of thumb to the hard constraints in our MLN. Not only did
we remove more incorrect facts, but we also retained more correct ones. We
notice that the addition of rules of thumb affected the percentage of incorrect
evidence facts removed much more than the percentage correct evidence
facts retained. We think that this is due to the generally high confidence
values of extracted facts that are later deemed correct. The dependency rules
would not affect these facts greatly as they will probably be present in the
MAP inference output since they have a high confidence value and satisfy all
hard constraints. Regarding our other metrics, we also have a better F1 score
which means better accuracy in the removal process of incorrect facts, and
our overall classification accuracy improved drastically.
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Initial Removed % Initial Retained %
Only Hard
Constraints
1194 384 32.2 % 1444 1186 82.1 % 0.689 59.5 %
Hard Constraints
+ Rules of Thumb
1194 700 58.6 % 1444 1200 83.1 % 0.765 72.0 %









Initial Removed % Initial Retained %
Only Hard
Constraints
489 272 55.6 % 1000 778 77.8 % 0.780 70.5 %
Hard Constraints
+ Rules of Thumb
489 352 72.0 % 1000 877 87.7 % 0.871 82.5 %
3.5 Conclusion
To repair an inconsistent set of taxonomy facts extracted from the Web, we
encoded these facts in Markov logic and added “rules of thumb” in the form
of dependency rules, based on the extraction information shared between
these facts. We used MAP inference to find the most likely truth assignment
of the input facts and repair inconsistencies accordingly. Our results show
that the addition of rules of thumb to the MAP inference approach produces
a significant improvement in the process of removing incorrect facts that
cause inconsistency. We managed to increase the percentage of incorrect
facts removed while also increasing the percentage of correct facts retained,
improving the F1 score and greatly improving the classification accuracy,
which lead to a better inconsistency repair.
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CHAPTER 4
Repairing Inconsistent Answer Set Programs
While different methods exist for repairing ASP programs, most of them
are based on finding some sort of minimal repair, e.g. adding or removing
the smallest number of facts to ensure that the program has at least one
answer set [5,6,86]. While this is a reasonable principle in the absence of
any further information, in real-world applications we often have access to
some kind of expert knowledge about the system being modelled that can
be exploited to identify the most plausible repair, which may not necessarily
be minimal, as we will see in Section 4.6.
To demonstrate this idea, let us consider the biological setup in Fig. 4.1.
The figure depicts a table containing observed time-series data about which
of three genes were active at different time points, and a draft of a Gene
Regulatory Network (GRN) which might not be correct. A GRN is a directed
graph that represents the way a group of genes affect one another. GRNs can
be modelled in different ways [41,55,110], with one popular model being
Boolean networks [180]. Treating a GRN as a Boolean network implies that
an edge from gene X to gene Y can either represent a positive regulation,
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T gene1 gene2 gene3
t=0 + - -
t=1 - + -
t=2 - + +
Figure 4.1: A time-series table which is inconsistent with a given GRN. Edges
with pointed end points denote activations. Edges with flat end points denote
inhibitions. The edge 2 a 2 causes the inconsistency.
which means that X activates Y, or a negative regulation, which means that
X inhibits Y. The data from the table in Fig. 4.1 is encoded in ASP as facts of
the form gene(X) to represent every gene, and active(X, T) or inactive(X, T)
to encode whether a gene X is active or inactive at time step T respectively.
In particular, we consider the following facts:
gene(1). gene(2). gene(3).
active(1,0). inactive(2, 0). inactive(3, 0).
inactive(1, 1). active(2,1). inactive(3, 1). (4.1)
inactive(1, 2). active(2,2). active(3,2).
Similarly, the GRN in Fig. 4.1 is encoded in ASP as a set of facts of the form
edgeInit(X , Y, 1) or edgeInit(X , Y, 1) to indicate that there exists an edge
between gene X and gene Y with a positive regulation or negative regulation
respectively:
edgeInit(1,1, 1). edgeInit(1,2, 1). edgeInit(2,2, 1). edgeInit(2, 3,1).
(4.2)
The semantics of Boolean networks are as follows. If gene X is active at a
specific time step, and X activates gene Y, then Y becomes active in the next
time step. Similarly, if X is active and X inhibits Y, Y becomes inactive in the
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next time step. These activation rules can be encoded in ASP as follows:
activates(X , Y ) edgeInit(X , Y, 1).
inhibits(X , Y ) edgeInit(X , Y, 1).
active(Y, T + 1) activates(X , Y ), active(X , T ).
inactive(Y, T + 1) inhibits(X , Y ), active(X , T ).
(4.3)
The facts in Eq. (4.1)-(4.2) and the rules in (4.3) represent a simplified
program that encodes GRNs in ASP. More details about activation rules, as
well as the entire ASP encoding of this setup are provided in Section 4.4. The
GRN graph might have missing edges and/or erroneous edges due to the
complexity of network generation methods [75,140], and as a result it might
be inconsistent with the observed experimental data in the table. The task at
hand is to repair the network to make it consistent with the table. Note that
since the network and table are encoded as an ASP program, this problem
boils down to repairing an inconsistent ASP program. A common method of
repair is to find the smallest number of modifications to the graph that makes
it consistent with the table. Based on the GRN and table in Fig. 4.1, since
gene 2 stays active from t = 1 to t = 2, a possible minimal repair consists in
removing the edge 2 a 2. The repaired network is shown in Fig. 4.2(a).
However, there is a known property about GRNs which states that the
diameter (i.e. the length of the longest of the shortest paths between two
nodes in the graph) of a GRN tends to be very small. Taking this information
into account, we may consider that the repaired network in Fig. 4.2(b) is
actually more plausible. Notice that this repair is not minimal (we removed
the edge 2 a 2 and added the edge 3 a 1), but the diameter of this new graph
(diameter=1) is smaller than the one for the previous repair (diameter=2).
The aim of this chapter is to assess the viability of using informal, expert-
provided rules of thumb for repairing inconsistent ASP programs. While we
only consider GRNs in our experiments, the proposed method is entirely
generic (see Section 4.2), being applicable to any setting where expert
knowledge can be formalized in ASP [77,167,184]. We focus in particular
on the case where the only available information to guide the repair process
comes in the form of informal rules of thumb. While it is clear that learning
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.2: Two possible repairs for the GRN from Fig. 4.1. (a) A minimal
repair (diameter=2). (b) A repair that minimizes the diameter of the graph
(diameter=1).
the weights of these rules from training data would yield better repairs,
we are interested in the case where training data is hard to obtain. In this
scenario, setting the weights for every rule of thumb becomes a difficult task.
To address this problem, we present different techniques for aggregating
the evidence that is provided by the number of times each rule of thumb is
violated in a given repair, and we show how these techniques can be encoded
in ASP. In addition to standard aggregation techniques, such as leximin,
leximax, or voting approaches, we present a novel statistical approach that
tries to learn the importance of every rule of thumb in an unsupervised way.
In particular, this method compares the total penalty of each rule against the
expected total penalty, using the Z-score, with the expected penalty being
estimated from a set of randomly sampled repairs.
The chapter is structured as follows. In Section 4.1, we present an
overview of related work. In Section 4.2, we define rules of thumb, and
give a general description of the method of repairing inconsistencies using
rules of thumb. In Section 4.3, we present different approaches for aggre-
gating rules of thumb to identify optimal repairs for an inconsistent ASP
program. In Section 4.4, we introduce the considered application domain.
In particular, we show how the compatibility between Gene Regulatory Net-
works (GRNs) and time-series tables can be checked using an ASP program.
Moreover, we explain a method for repairing conflicts, which is based on
finding a minimal set of changes to the GRN that makes the resulting answer
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set program consistent. In Section 4.5, we describe rules of thumb that ex-
press available expert knowledge from the biological literature about GRNs,
and we show how they can be encoded in ASP. Subsequently, in Section 4.6,
we discuss our experimental results. Finally, we conclude in Section 4.7.
4.1 Related Work
Our work is related to many areas of research. ASP has been widely used as
a language to detect and repair inconsistencies. This is mainly due to its high
expressiveness, declarative nature and flexibility. For example, [77] uses ASP
to find semantic inconsistencies (i.e. concepts with erroneous synonymy) in
medical language systems. In [69] an application is described where ASP
is used for data integration, which deals with inconsistent and incomplete
databases. ASP is also used in [5] to retrieve consistent information from
inconsistent databases using queried repairs and exceptions.
Several authors have focused on repairing inconsistent answer set pro-
grams. The most common method of repair is the minimal repair method
used in [5, 86, 190, 212]. The basic idea behind this method is to find a
minimal subset of rules whose removal restores consistency to the program.
In [139], a technique of dynamic consistency checking for computing answer
sets in inconsistent ASP programs is presented. Under this method, only
constraints that are deemed relevant to partial answer sets (i.e. subsets of
actual answer sets) are tested, allowing inconsistent knowledge bases to be
successfully queried. In [30,31], different classifications of “errors” in the
ASP program are introduced. Additionally, interactive debugging tools in
the form of algorithms-based methods, query-based methods and a tagging
technique are proposed. In [59], the idea of belief revision in logic program-
ming under the answer set semantics is proposed: given logic programs P
and Q, the goal is to determine a program R that corresponds to the revision
of P by Q. This allows solving inconsistencies that may arise when adding
new formulas to an existing ASP program. This approach is again based on
a form of minimal repair, as the revised program R is the “closest” program
to P that is also consistent. In [71], the notion of paracoherent answer sets
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is presented to repair inconsistent ASP programs. These answer sets are so-
called semi-stable models based on a modification of ASP programs, called
epistemic transformation.
Biological networks have been previously considered as an application
for ASP by several authors. In [68], biological networks are modelled by
action languages via ASP. In [81], ASP is used to model GRNs as Boolean
networks, similarly to how we modelled GRNs in Eq. (4.1)-(4.3). The most
closely related research was presented in [86,89,92], where ASP is used to
encode GRNs in a Boolean setting, and to detect and repair inconsistencies
found in these GRNs. The main difference with our approach is that these
existing methods only consider the minimal repair method (which we use as
a baseline method in Section 4.6).
The idea of repairing inconsistencies using soft constraints or “rules of
thumb” as we do in this chapter, is closely related to the motivation for
using Markov Logic in many applications. Markov Logic [168] combines
first-order logic with probabilistic graphical models. Syntactically, a Markov
Logic Network (MLN) is a set of weighted first-order logic formulas. These
weights represent the importance of the corresponding formulas. However,
the weights are generally difficult to interpret and therefore difficult to set
manually. In practice, the weights are almost always learned from training
data [104,136,188]. In [103], Markov Logic is combined with Allen’s interval
calculus to determine the most consistent subset of an inconsistent database.
However, that method needs a database with predefined confidence scores
for every fact. In [95], MLNs are used to encode domain knowledge for
resolving ambiguities and inconsistencies in extracted information, and for
merging multiple information sources. This method relies on weight learning
from training data to set the weights of the MLN rules. In areas such as
information extraction, the use of Markov logic for repairing inconsistencies
is relatively common [147,170,177]. This use of Markov logic is different
from our method as we assume that there is no training data available to
learn confidence weights for each soft constraint.
The idea of adding weights to ASP rules has been widely studied. In [153],
weights are added to ASP rules to represent the importance of the rules.
In [14,154,155,157], answer set programming (ASP) and possibility theory
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is combined to form possibilistic answer set programming (PASP), where
weights are used to determine the certainty levels of the ASP rules. In [122], a
language is introduced that combines ASP semantics with Markov Logic. The
idea of adding soft constraints with varying weights to restore consistency is
discussed, with an emphasis on the difficulty of setting these weights in the
absence of training data.
Finally, different approaches have been proposed for modeling prefer-
ences in answer set programming. The research in [33,34,70] presents the
notion of strong and weak answer sets depending on how strongly encoded
preferences are taken into account. In the case of inconsistency, preference
rules of the form “rule A has higher priority over rule B” are used to resolve
conflicts. This method explicitly models preferences between constraints
in order to relax over-constrained optimization or search problems. This is
different from our repair approach since it requires explicit preference rules,
which we do not require. In [49,210], different applications of preferences
using ASP are discussed. In order to represent preferences, an extension of
ordered disjunction programs is used. These methods also require certainty
scores for the facts and rules of an inconsistent program, which is not needed
for our methods.
4.2 Repairing Inconsistencies Using Rules of
Thumb
In this section, we give a general description of a repair method that consists
of using rules of thumb to repair an inconsistent ASP program. Let P be
an inconsistent ASP program, FP the rules r of P such that body(r) = ;
(i.e. the facts of P), RP = P \ FP and  P the set of all the literals in P, defined
by  P =
S
r2P head(r) [ body(r). We assume that two disjoint sets of facts
F inc and F con are defined a priori, such that for any program P modeling
the considered type of problem, it holds that FP ✓ F inc [ F con. The set F inc
contains the facts that may be causing an inconsistency in a given program
P. For example, in a biological application, F inc may contain facts that relate
to speculations about an underlying model while F con may contain facts that
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relate to reliable experimental observations. Repairing P then consists of
adding and/or removing facts of F inc from FP to create an ASP program
Pmod that is consistent.
Definition 1. Repair
A repair of an inconsistent answer set program P is a pair (X , Y ) of sets of
facts that satisfies the following conditions:
• X \ Y = ;
• X , Y ✓ F inc
• Pmod = (FP \Y )[X [RP is an ASP program that has at least one answer
set
In order to find a repair of an inconsistent answer set program, we extend the
program with rules that guess the candidate sets X and Y . The answer sets of
this extended program will then encode the pairs (X , Y ) that correspond to
valid repairs. Consider the following example: let F inc = { f (1), f (2)}. Then,
all possible candidate sets are:
• C1 : X = { f (1)}, Y = { f (2)}
• C2 : X = { f (1)}, Y = ;
• C3 : X = { f (2)}, Y = { f (1)}
• C4 : X = { f (2)}, Y = ;
• C5 : X = { f (1), f (2)}, Y = ;
• C6 : X = ;, Y = { f (1), f (2)}
These candidate sets can be computed in ASP as follows:
add(f(I)) not nAdd(f(I)), f(I).
nAdd(f(I)) not add(f(I)), f(I). (4.4)
remove(f(I)) not nRemove(f(I)), f(I).
nRemove(f(I)) not remove(f(I)), f(I).
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In fact, these rules introduce all the possible combinations of either adding
or not adding every fact of F inc to FP , and either removing or not removing
every fact of F inc from FP . By updating FP correspondingly, all the possible
candidate repairs are generated. In practice, the number of candidate repairs
is usually high, and many valid repairs are found. Hence, a method to select a
good repair is needed. A common strategy, which we refer to as the minimal
repair approach, consists in finding repairs with the smallest number of
modifications to FP .
Definition 2. Minimal Repair
A minimal repair of an inconsistent answer set program P is a repair (A, B)
such that for all other repairs (X , Y ), it holds that |A|+ |B| |X |+ |Y |.
While searching for a minimal repair is a reasonable strategy in absence
of any background knowledge (supported by Occam’s razor principle), our
hypothesis is that we can find more accurate repairs by incorporating rules
of thumb. While the nature of these rules of thumb is application dependent,
we will assume that they can be encoded using ASP rules, and that these
rules correspond to some cost-inducing program that does not interfere with
the initial program. This allows us to describe the repair mechanisms based
on these costs, independent of the specific choices of the rules of thumb.
In other words, a rule of thumb is encoded as an ASP program which (i)
does not derive any literals from the initial program P, and (ii) derives a
cost value encoded by an integer, which will reflect a penalty value that the
rule of thumb associates with a given repair. To use these rules of thumb,
we create a new program Q based on the inconsistent program P and the
rules of thumb, such that the answer sets of Q correspond to the optimal
repairs of P. In order to do so, we extend P based on the rules in (4.4) that
generate candidate repairs, and add the rules of thumb that encode a cost
value for every candidate repair. We can then use these cost values, instead
of the number of modifications to FP , as the basis for selecting repairs.
Thus, the rules of thumb added to the ASP program act as “soft con-
straints”. In fact, rules of thumb can encode different types of knowledge,
including domain-free rules, i.e. rules that can be applied to a multitude of
problems that are of similar structure (e.g. transitivity constraints in taxon-
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Age Income Vote
Roy 20-30 high conservative
Pieter 20-30 low conservative
John N/A low N/A
Figure 4.3: On the left, a table that shows the age, income class and vote
of three people collected from a survey. On the right, a social network that
represents friendship between people that took part in the survey. An edge
between two people means that they are friends, otherwise, they are not.
omy problems), domain-specific properties (e.g. medical knowledge about
cells found in the biological literature), and even user assumptions and intu-
itions. The cost values introduced by these rules can then be aggregated to
define an overall preference ordering for the set of possible repairs. In Section
4.3 we will discuss several ways in which these costs can be aggregated.
Consider the following example to illustrate our approach. We have data
about individuals collected from a survey: age group, income group, and vote.
The age group is represented by intervals of 10 years (e.g. in20 represents
20-30, in30 represents 30-40, in40 represents 40-50, etc.), the income group
is represented by three levels: high, medium and low, and the vote is either
“liberal” or “conservative”. Example data from the survey is shown in Fig. 4.3.
We also have a social network that represents whether the individuals are
friends (every node in the network graph corresponds to one person, and
an edge between person A and person B reads “A and B are friends”). An
example social network is shown in Fig. 4.3. The survey contains missing
and/or wrong information. The goal is to correct wrong information, and
possibly to complete missing information. In our example, we assume that it
is known that “liberal” won the total vote. i.e. at least two out of the three
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votesLib(T) T = #count{vote(X, liberal)}.
 votesLib(T), T < 2.
The last two rules of this program count the number of “liberal” votes, store
it in votesLib and encode a constraint that the number of “liberal” votes has
to be greater or equal to two. It is clear that this is an inconsistent ASP
program, since the facts encode that Roy and Pieter voted “conservative”,
which means that the “liberal” votes are less than two (which is a constraint).
Let P be the program described above. In this example, we assume that the
social network is correct, and that any inconsistencies directly result from
errors in the survey data. In particular, we assume that F inc = {age(roy, in20),
age(pieter, in20), age(john, in20), age(roy, in30), age(pieter, in30), age(john,
in30), age(roy, in40), age(pieter, in40), age(john, in40), income(roy, high),
income(roy, medium), income(roy, low), income(pieter, high), income(pieter,
medium), income(pieter, low), income(john, high), income(john, medium),
income(john, low), vote(roy, conse-rvative), vote(roy, liberal), vote(pieter, con-
servative), vote(pieter, liberal), vote(jo-hn,conservative), vote(john, liberal)}
and that F con = {friends(pieter, john)}.
In order to find all the valid repairs, we first extend the program by
introducing rules that generate all the possible candidate sets X and Y , as
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follows:
remove(age(P, A)) age(P, A), not nRemove(age(P, A)).
nRemove(age(P, A)) age(P, A), not remove(age(P, A)).
remove(income(P, I)) income(P, I), not nRemove(income(P, I)).
nRemove(income(P, I)) income(P, I), not remove(income(P, I)).
remove(vote(P, V)) vote(P, V), not nRemove(vote(P, V)).
nRemove(vote(P, V)) vote(P, V), not remove(vote(P, V)).
add(age(P, A)) person(P), ageGrp(A), not age(P, A),
not nAdd(age(P, A)).
nAdd(age(P, A)) person(P), ageGrp(A), not age(P, A),
not add(age(P, A)).
add(income(P, I)) person(P), incomeGrp(I), not income(P, I),
not nAdd(income(P, I)).
nAdd(income(P, I)) person(P), incomeGrp(I), not income(P, I),
not add(income(P, I)).
add(vote(P, V)) person(P), voteGrp(V), not vote(P, V),
not nAdd(vote(P, V)).
nAdd(vote(P, V)) person(P), voteGrp(V), not vote(P, V),
not add(vote(P, V)).
The use of negation-as-failure in the following manner allows the ASP rules
to consider both possibilities when faced with a choice. For example, the
first two rules above let the ASP program take both possibilities of either
removing a fact of the form “age(P,A)” or not removing this fact. Then, we
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add rules to update FP with respect to the candidate repairs, as follows:
age_n(P, A) age(P, A), not remove(age(P, A)).
age_n(P, A) add(age(P, A)).
income_n(P, I) income(P, I), not remove(income(P, I)).
income_n(P, I) add(income(P, I)).
vote_n(P, V) vote(P, V), not remove(vote(P, V)).
vote_n(P, V) add(vote(P, V)).
Note that the predicate vote(X, liberal) is updated to vote_n(X, liberal) in the
rule “votesLib(T) T = #count{vote(X, liberal)}”. At this point, the answer
sets of the program encode all the possible repairs of P. To solve the problem
using the minimal repair method, we first add rules that compute the cost of
adding and removing edges from FP , as follows:
costAdding(X) X = #count{add(F)}.
costRemoving(Y) Y = #count{remove(F)}.
cost(0, C) costAdding(X), costRemoving(Y), C = X + Y.
Minimizing C in the predicate cost(0, C) allows us to compute the minimal
repairs. In this case, since we need at least two “liberal” votes, these repairs
will consist in adding the fact vote(john, liberal), and changing at least one of
the other two votes from “conservative” to “liberal”. For example, changing
Roy’s vote from “conservative” to “liberal” corresponds to removing the fact
vote(roy, conservative) from FP , and then adding the fact vote(roy, liberal).
Hence, changing a vote has a cost of 2. Since the minimal repair does not
take into account any additional information, changing either Roy’s vote or
Pieter’s vote to “liberal” are both valid solutions. From this condition alone,
we get two possible minimal repairs that are equally valid, and it is up to
the user to decide which repair to pick.
However, adding information in the form of rules of thumb allows us to
choose who is most likely to have voted liberal. For example, let us consider
the following four rules of thumb:
1. If two people have the same age, and are in the same income class,
they are likely to have voted in the same way.
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2. If two people are friends, they are likely to have voted in the same
way.
3. If two people are friends, and they are in the same income class, they
are likely to be in the same age group.
4. If a person is in the “high” income class, they are more likely to vote
“conservative”.
These rules of thumb can be encoded in the program as follows:
penalty1(X , Y ) age_n(X , A), age_n(Y, A), income_n(X , I), income_n(Y, I),
vote_n(X , V1), vote_n(Y, V2), V1 != V2.
cost(1, C) C = #sum[penalty1(X, Y)].
penalty2(X , Y ) friends(X , Y ), vote_n(X , V1), vote_n(Y, V2), V1 != V2.
cost(2, C) C = #sum[penalty2(X, Y)].
penalty3(X , Y ) friends(X , Y ), income_n(X , I), income_n(Y, I),
age_n(X , A1), age_n(Y, A2), A1 != A2.
cost(3, C) C = #sum[penalty3(X, Y)].
penalty4(X ) income_n(X , high), vote_n(X , l i beral).
cost(4, C) C = #sum[penalty4(X)].
For simplicity, we choose the penalty cost for every violation of a rule of
thumb to be equal to 1. The simplest way to aggregate these penalty costs is
to add the individual costs together with the cost of adding and removing
facts from FP using the following rule:
totalCost(T ) T = #sum[cost(X, C) = C].
Then, the repair that has the lowest total cost is considered the best repair. In
this case, there is only one best repair and it satisfies all the rules of thumb.
This repair has a total cost equal to 4. We get the best repair by removing
the fact vote(pieter, conservative), and adding the facts vote(pieter, liberal),
vote(john, liberal), and age(john, in20). Note that encoding additional knowl-
edge using rules of thumb also allows us to fill out the missing age of John,
which a minimal repair method does not provide.
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4.3 Aggregating Rules of Thumb
While it is clear that carefully modelled additional knowledge should lead
to better results, we are in particular interested in the case where only a
straightforward encoding of rules of thumb is available. In the following,
we describe several ways to aggregate the penalty costs corresponding to
different rules of thumb and show how they can be implemented. Note that
all repair methods take into consideration the penalties introduced by the
rules of thumb as well as the penalty introduced by the repair operations
(i.e. the cost of adding and removing facts from FP). The effectiveness of
these repair methods for the case of GRNs is studied in Section 4.6.
4.3.1 Uniform Weights Approach
This is the simplest approach for using the rules of thumb without having
access to training data. The idea is to choose the weights such that each
rule of thumb has approximately the same impact on the choice of repair. To
accomplish this, in each candidate solution (i.e., each candidate repair), we
identify violations of each rule of thumb and increase the associated penalty
cost by 1 for every violation. Then, we normalize the resulting penalty for
each rule of thumb, such that the expected total cost associated with each
rule of thumb is the same. The way in which this normalization factor is
computed is problem-specific. In Section 4.6 we will explain how this can
be done for the case of GRNs. Finally, the total cost of a repair is calculated
by adding all the penalties together, along with the penalty associated with
the repair operations, and the repair with the lowest total cost is considered
the best repair. With this approach, even if there is a rule of thumb that can
possibly be violated much more frequently than another one, both will have
the same impact on the total cost of a repair.
Example 4. Suppose we want to create a map that displays the current tem-
peratures of 100 cities in a specific region. In order to do so, we write a program
that extracts a list of 100 temperature measurements for the corresponding cities
from different weather websites. The goal is then to update the measurements
that are likely wrong with more plausible values. Suppose we also have two
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rules of thumb R1 and R2. R1 encodes that the temperature difference between
cities in one region cannot be too large (i.e. all the measurements should belong
to a certain temperature range). R2 checks whether every measurement was
extracted from a trusted source. Naturally, the penalty from R1 is either 0 if
all the measurements belong to the same temperature range, or 1 otherwise.
On the other hand, the penalty from R2 is increased by 1 every time we find a
measurement that was extracted from an untrusted source. In this case, since
R2 can potentially be violated 100 more times than R1, we set the normal-
ization factor of R1 to 100, and the normalization factor of R2 to 1. We keep
the normalization factor of the penalty introduced by the repair operation
(i.e. replacing a measurement by another) equal to 1, since we can perform at
most 100 replacements.
Now suppose we have two repairs A and B. In repair A, the penalty from R1
is equal to 1, and the penalty from R2 is equal to 15. In repair B, the penalties
introduced by R1 and R2 are 0 and 35 respectively. Additionally, repair A and
repair B both required 10 repair operations. Hence, we consider two vectors
A=[1,15,10] and B=[0,35,10]. Note that the first two elements of each vector
correspond to the penalties introduced by the rules of thumb, and the third
element corresponds to the penalty introduced by the repair operations. We
then apply the normalization factors on the penalties to calculate the total
costs of every repair. For repair A, the total cost is totalCostA = (1⇥ 100) +
(15⇥ 1) + (10⇥ 1) = 115 and for repair B, the total cost is totalCostB =
(0⇥ 100) + (35⇥ 1) + (10⇥ 1) = 45. Since 45< 115, we prefer repair B over
repair A using this method.
4.3.2 Violations Improvements Method
In contrast to the previous method, this method does not define a total
ordering between repairs. In particular, here we consider a voting based
approach, where a repair A is preferred over a repair B if for the majority of
the rules of thumb there are more violations in B than in A.
Example 5. Suppose we have two repairs A and B, and three rules of thumb
R1, R2 and R3. In repair A, the penalty from R1 is 30, the penalty from R2 is
20, and the penalty from R3 is 10. In repair B, the penalties introduced by the
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three rules of thumb are 25, 15 and 40 respectively. Both repairs required 8
repair operations each. Hence, we consider two vectors A=[30,20,10,8] and
B=[25,15,40,8]. For every rule of thumb, we check whether repair B improved
on repair A based on the number of rule violations. For R1, repair B improved on
repair A because 25< 30. For R2, repair B also improved on repair A because
15< 20. For R3, repair B did not improve on repair A because 40> 10. The
number of repair operations needed for both repairs is the same. Therefore,
repair B is preferred over repair A using this method.
To find an optimal repair, we start by generating a random repair. Then,
we use a second ASP program to find a repair that improves on the first
repair, if such a better repair exists. This is done by generating a new repair,
then comparing it with the old repair as described above, using simple rules
that compare penalties and count the number of improvements. This process
is continued, where each time we specifically look for repairs that improve
on all the previously generated repairs, until no further improvements can
be found. As the preference ordering in this case is not transitive, this is
important to avoid Condorcet’s paradox (i.e. a situation in which collective
preferences can be cyclic), as illustrated in the following example.
Example 6. Assume we have a repair A, and two rules of thumb R1 and R2.
The penalty from R1 is 20 and the penalty from R2 is 20, and the repair A
requires 25 repair operations. We then consider the vector A=[20,20,25]. We
may then generate a new repair B that requires 40 repair operations, and with
the penalties from R1 and R2 equal to 10 and 10 respectively. The vector is then
B=[10,10,40], and B improves on A. After that, if we require an improvement
from the previous repair only, we may generate the repair C that requires 30
repair operations, and with the penalties from R1 and R2 equal to 30 and 5
respectively C=[30,5,30].
In Example 6, B improves on A, C improves on B, and A improves on C. For
this reason, we impose the condition that a newly generated repair must
improve on all the previously generated ones.
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4.3.3 Leximin and Leximax Ordering
The idea of this aggregation method is based on the leximin and leximax
orderings [64]. Let u be a vector of integers. We denote by u⇤ the vector
defined by u⇤i = u (i) with   a permutation of the components of u such that
u (1)  u (2)  ...  u (n). The leximin ordering between two vectors u and
v is then defined by u> v iff 9k  n such that u⇤k > v⇤k and 8i < k, u⇤i = v⇤i .
In other words, the leximin ordering looks to minimize the smallest value
of every vector. If the smallest value of both vectors is identical, the second
smallest is considered; if the second smallest value is also identical, the third
smallest value is considered, etc. Similarly, the leximax ordering between
two vectors u and v is defined by u> v iff 9k  n such that u⇤k > v⇤k and 8i >
k, u⇤i = v
⇤
i . In other words, the leximax ordering looks to minimize the largest
value of every vector.
Example 7. Consider two vectors A = [5, 1, 4, 8] and B = [4, 6, 1, 7]. We first
sort the values in the vectors increasingly as Ainc=[1,4,5,8] and Binc=[1,4,6,7].
When using the leximin ordering, we will prefer A over B, as Ainc has a lower
value than Binc in the first component where they differ (i.e. 5 < 6). On the
other hand, when using leximax, we sort the values in the vectors decreasingly
as Adec=[8,5,4,1] and Bdec=[7,6,4,1]. Then, B will be preferred over A, as the
highest values in B and A are respectively 7 and 8.
To implement the leximin ordering in ASP, we use #minimize statements
with priorities, which are supported by the ASP solver clasp. We now illustrate
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cost(3,1) b.
cost(4,7) b.
rank(1,1) | rank(1, 2) | rank(1,3) | rank(1, 4).
rank(2,1) | rank(2, 2) | rank(2,3) | rank(2, 4).
rank(3,1) | rank(3, 2) | rank(3,3) | rank(3, 4).
rank(4,1) | rank(4, 2) | rank(4,3) | rank(4, 4). (4.5)
 rank(I , J), rank(I , K), J != K .
 rank(I , J), rank(E, J), I != E.
 rank(I , J), rank(I + 1, L), cost(J , N),
cost(L, M), N > M .
costRank1(C) rank(1, I), cost(I , C).
costRank2(C) rank(2, I), cost(I , C).
costRank3(C) rank(3, I), cost(I , C).
costRank4(C) rank(4, I), cost(I , C).
#minimize[costRank1(C) = C @ 4].
#minimize[costRank2(C) = C @ 3].
#minimize[costRank3(C) = C @ 2].
#minimize[costRank4(C) = C @ 1].
The literal “rank(I,J)” defines an ordering for every rule of thumb and reads:
the index I is given to rule of thumb J. The rules of thumb are ordered from
least violated to most violated using the three constraints. The optimization
statement “#minimize[costRank1(C)=C @ 4]” reads: minimize the cost of
the rule of thumb with rank 1 (i.e. the least violated rule of thumb) and
give this operation the highest priority (priority=4). In general, the four
#minimize statements encode the fact that we want to minimize the number
of violations, with the highest priority given to the least violated rule of
thumb and the lowest priority given to the most violated rule of thumb.
The ASP code for leximax ordering is very similar, with the only difference
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that the sign “>” has been replaced by “<” in the rule:
 rank(I , J), rank(I + 1, L), cost(J , N), cost(L, M), N < M .
4.3.4 Z-score Approach
The idea of this method is to look at the total penalty for each rule of thumb
and compare this against the expected total penalty value, using the Z-score.
This expected penalty is estimated based on a large number of repairs. In
particular, given a sample S of repairs (how these repairs are sampled is
discussed in the next paragraph), we generate for each repair s in S a vector
x (s) = [x (s)1 , x
(s)
2 , . . . , x
(s)
m ] that contains the number of times x
(s)
j each rule of
thumb j ( j 2 {1, . . . , m}) is violated. Then, we calculate the average number
of times µ j each rule of thumb was violated across all the repairs in the
sample, as well as the standard deviation   j for the number of violations
of every rule of thumb. Based on these averages and standard deviations,
we then construct an answer set program for generating preferred repairs as
follows. For each repair r, we count the number of violations of every rule of
thumb x (r) = [x (r)1 , x
(r)
2 , . . . , x
(r)
m ] and use it to calculate the corresponding
Z-score of every rule of thumb. The total cost of the repair r is then defined










x (r)j  µ j
  j
(4.6)
Comparing a repair with another then boils down to which repair has the
smallest cost, i.e. smallest sum of Z-scores.
We consider four setups which differ in how we sample repairs for esti-
mating the mean and variance. Variant A: we start with completely random
repairs. These repairs have only one condition to satisfy, which is to remove
the inconsistency in the ASP program. Variant B: we only consider minimal
repairs in the sample. We generate these repairs using the minimal repair
method discussed in Section 4.4. The assumption underlying this second
setup is that minimal repairs will typically be more similar to the correct
repairs than arbitrary repairs, and therefore the characteristics of minimal
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repairs might be more informative. Variant C: this variant consists of starting
with a sample of repairs that are close to being minimal, e.g. repairs involving
at most three times the number of operations in the minimal repairs. This
represents a trade-off between the first two variants, acknowledging that
while minimal repairs, on average, would be more plausible than arbitrary
repairs, the correct repair is often not actually among the set of minimal
repairs. Variant D: we consider repairs of any cost, but do not sample these
repairs uniformly as in the first setup. In particular, since there are many
more repairs with a high cost than repairs with a low cost, the sample in the
first setup will be dominated by high-cost repairs. In this fourth setup, we
therefore sample repairs such that the probability of selecting a repair with a
given cost is uniform. In particular, we create groups of repairs of the same
cost, ranging from a group of repairs with minimal cost to a group of repairs
with maximal cost, and sample an equal number of repairs from each group.
4.4 Case Study: Gene Regulatory Networks
While some general principles can be derived, we argue that the best way
to repair an inconsistent ASP program usually depends on domain-specific
knowledge. In this chapter we illustrate this for biological networks, an
established application domain of ASP [81,89]. In this section, we briefly
recall what GRNs are, and present a setup where inconsistencies arise. We
show how to encode this setup in ASP, and recall the minimal repair method,
a popular, straightforward method to resolve the inconsistencies.
A Gene Regulatory Network (GRN) is a network that represents the
interactions between a group of cell genes. The nodes of a GRN are genes,
whereas the edges of the network encode interactions between the genes. Two
types of possible interactions between a pair of genes are usually considered:
a gene either activates another gene or inhibits another gene. The intended
meaning is that if gene A activates gene B, and A is active at time step t,
then B becomes active at time step t + 1. Likewise, if gene A inhibits gene B,
and A is active at time step t, then B becomes inactive at time step t + 1. In
the case where a gene is activated and inhibited simultaneously, different
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activation rules may be applied to determine the subsequent state [150].
Different kinds of experimental observations can be used to automatically
construct GRNs, such as using a sparse Gaussian Markov Random Field,
which relates the network topology with the covariance observed in the gene
measurements [140], and the concept of specificity-determining residues
[75].
We consider a setup that consists of the following. We have an automati-
cally generated GRN describing cell interactions. Since it has been automati-
cally constructed, it is likely to be imperfect, in the sense that we may later
obtain observations that are inconsistent with the behaviour predicted by
the network. In particular, we have a time-series table that lists the state
of the genes in this GRN at consecutive time steps. At every time step, a
given gene can either be active or inactive. This table represents experimental
observations, and is generally used to answer a wide range of biological
questions about the corresponding genes [9]. The table we have at our dis-
posal represents data from new experiments that was not available during
the GRN generation process. Our problem then boils down to repairing the
GRN, if necessary, such that it becomes consistent with the data from the
time-series table, i.e. such that the GRN can correctly predict the evolution
of the states in the table.
4.4.1 Encoding GRNs in ASP
We recall how a GRN and corresponding time-series table can be encoded in
ASP, as presented in [81,89,146,150]. This includes the observed time-series
table data, as well as the GRN graph that might be inconsistent with the
table. For every gene X, we introduce the fact gene(X ). For every edge from
gene X to gene Y, we introduce the fact edgeInit(X , Y, 1) if X activates Y, or
edgeInit(X , Y, 1) if X inhibits Y. To encode the time-series table, we include
facts of the form active(X , T ) and inactive(X , T ) which indicate that gene X
is active at time T and that gene X is inactive at time T respectively. We also
represent every time step with the fact time(T ) with 0 T  tfinal, with tfinal
representing the final time step observed.
Then, to check for consistency between the graph and the table, three
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types of rules are needed. First, we need activation and inhibition rules for
the graph, which determine whether a gene is activated or inhibited (or
neither) at each time step. We use the following activation rule as described
in [150]: if a gene is positively regulated by at least one other gene, and it is
not negatively regulated by any other gene, then it is activated. A similar rule
is used to determine when a gene is inhibited, as shown in the following:
receivesAct(Y, T ) activates(X , Y ), active(X , T ).
receivesInh(Y, T ) inhibits(X , Y ), active(X , T ).
activated(Y, T ) receivesAct(Y, T   1), not receivesInh(Y, T   1).
inhibited(Y, T ) receivesInh(Y, T   1), not receivesAct(Y, T   1).
(4.7)
Second, we need rules to determine the state of every gene at every time step
based on the aforementioned activation and inhibition interactions given by
the GRN graph, and on the gene states at the previous time step given by
the table:
inactive(Y, T ) active(Y, T   1), inhibited(Y, T ).
active(Y, T ) active(Y, T   1), not inhibited(Y, T ).
active(Y, T ) inactive(Y, T   1), activated(Y, T ).
inactive(Y, T ) inactive(Y, T   1), not activated(Y, T ).
(4.8)
Third, we add the following rule to check whether the states of the genes
generated by the activation and inhibition rules of the graph correspond
with the states of the genes in the time-series table
 active(Y, T ), inactive(Y, T ). (4.9)
It is clear that the resulting ASP program is consistent if and only if the GRN
graph is compatible with the time-series table. Otherwise, the program is
inconsistent.
4.4.2 Repairing GRNs Using Minimal Repair
Several methods have already been developed that use ASP to repair incon-
sistencies found in GRNs [86, 89, 146]. These methods usually consist of
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finding some kind of minimal repair. In the following, we will discuss in more
detail how a minimal repair method can be encoded in ASP, i.e. we want
to construct an ASP program whose answer sets are the minimal repairs of
the inconsistent program. We are interested in a setting where we want to
restore consistency by adding, removing or changing facts (while leaving
other rules unchanged). Note that we can focus on modifying facts without
loss of generality. Indeed, if we want to make the rule ↵   optional, we
can always write this rule as ↵   , x and add x as a fact. Then, removing
the fact x essentially means removing the rule ↵   .
Our program for finding minimal repairs is based on the one proposed
in [86], with the main differences being the cause of inconsistency and hence
the consistency check, as well as the repair operations proposed. As possible
repair operations in our case study, we consider either adding or removing
an edge between two genes. Thus, there are four possibilities for every pair
of nodes: add a new activation edge, add a new inhibition edge, remove
an existing edge or do nothing. We encode the first three options using the
literals addActEd ge(U , V ), addInhEd ge(U , V ) and removeEd ge(U , V, S)
respectively in the following rules:
edge(U , V ) edgeInit(U , V, S).
addActEdge(U , V ) gene(U), gene(V ), not edge(U , V ),
not addInhEdge(U , V ), not nAddActEdge(U , V ).
nAddActEdge(U , V ) gene(U), gene(V ), not edge(U , V ),
not addInhEdge(U , V ), not addActEdge(U , V ).
addInhEdge(U , V ) gene(U), gene(V ), not edge(U , V ),
not addActEdge(U , V ), not nAddInhEdge(U , V ).
nAddInhEdge(U , V ) gene(U), gene(V ), not edge(U , V ),
not addActEdge(U , V ), not addInhEdge(U , V ).
removeEdge(U , V, S) edgeInit(U , V, S), not nRemoveEdge(U , V, S).
nRemoveEdge(U , V, S) edgeInit(U , V, S), not removeEdge(U , V, S).
(4.10)
These rules ensure that the new literals representing the possible repair
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operations are optional, and introduce the constraint that at most one of
these literals can be made true for a given pair of edges. Then, to take the
generated repair into account, we consider the following rules:
activates(U , V ) edgeInit(U , V, 1), not removeEdge(U , V, 1).
activates(U , V ) addActEdge(U , V ).
inhibits(U , V ) edgeInit(U , V, 1), not removeEdge(U , V, 1).
inhibits(U , V ) addInhEdge(U , V ).
(4.11)
The ASP program consisting of the rules (4.7)-(4.11) has one answer set
for each possible repair of the original GRN, i.e. each modification that will
make it consistent with the table. To restrict the answer sets to those that
correspond to minimal repairs only, we first define the cost of a repair, using
the following rules:
addEdge(U , V, 1) addActEdge(U , V ).
addEdge(U , V, 1) addInhEdge(U , V ).
costAdding(X ) X = #count{addEdge(U , V, S)}.
costRemoving(Y ) Y = #count{removeEdge(U , V, S)}.
repairCost(Z) costAdding(X ), costRemoving(Y ), Z = X + Y.
#minimize[repairCost(Z) = Z].
(4.12)
These rules contain aggregates and optimization statements supported by
the ASP solver clasp, which behave like built-in functions in the solver. For
example, in rules (4.12), the aggregate #count intuitively counts the number
of instances of the literals addEdge and removeEdge that are true, and stores
the results in variables X and Y respectively. The optimization statement
#minimize acts as a function that finds the answer sets with the lowest
value held by the variable Z in the literal repairCost(Z). This restricts the
answer sets to those that represent the repairs with the lowest cost.
4.5 Rules of Thumb for Repairing GRNs
The flexibility of ASP allows us to encode different kinds of properties as rules
of thumb. In particular, combining negation-as-failure with the aggregates
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provided by most ASP solvers creates a powerful framework for the user
to express background knowledge about the considered domain. In the
following, we will show how we can encode rules of thumb about GRNs
which are found in the biological literature.
4.5.1 Rule 1: Last Time Step as Fixed State
In [129], it is stated that every gene network converges to a final stable state.
We can use this biological knowledge by checking whether the GRN we are
trying to repair indeed converges to the stable state indicated by the final
time step in the table. To implement this, we consider an additional time step
tfinal+1 after the last time step mentioned in the table. This rule of thumb is
satisfied if and only if the state of the network remains constant in this last
time step. We can easily check whether this is the case using rules similar
to (4.7)-(4.9). If the repair is still correct, i.e. if the graph is still consistent
with the table after the addition of the time step tfinal+1, then the time step
tfinal is indeed a fixed state.
4.5.2 Rule 2: Degree of a Gene
In [110], Kauffman found that a genetic network will behave chaotically
unless there is a restriction on the number of regulatory inputs and outputs
per node. This can be encoded as a rule of thumb by putting bounds on the
degree of each node.
First, we need to find the degree of every node in the GRN graph, given
by k = kin + kout with kin being the number of incoming edges and kout the
number of outgoing edges of the node. We then need to verify whether these
degrees fall within a certain range. We explain how we choose this range in
Section 4.6. We then use the predicate kBadGene to encode the number of
genes whose degree falls outside the range limits. The penalty introduced
by this rule of thumb is increased for every “bad gene” found.
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The following ASP rules are used to count this number of bad genes:
edgeAfterRepair(U , V ) activates(U , V ).
edgeAfterRepair(U , V ) inhibits(U , V ).
kOut(C , X ) X = #count{edgeAfterRepair(C , D)}, gene(C).
kIn(C , X ) X = #count{edgeAfterRepair(D, C)}, gene(C).
kDegree(C , Z) kIn(C , X ), kOut(C , Y ), Z = X + Y.
kBadGene(C) kDegree(C , Z), Z < kmin.
kBadGene(C) kDegree(C , Z), Z > kmax.
kBadGenes(X ) X = #count{kBadGene(C)}.
cost(2, C) kBadGenes(C).
(4.13)
4.5.3 Rule 3: Total Number of Edges
Another rule of thumb can be derived from the fact that various biological
properties in a gene network depend on the number of non-zero interactions
between the nodes of this network, as is discussed in [121]. This leads us to
impose the constraint that similar gene networks would more likely have a
similar number of total interactions.
To encode this rule of thumb, we count the total number of interactions
between the genes of the GRN, and check whether this number falls within
a certain range that is derived from similar GRNs (see Section 4.6). This rule
of thumb is satisfied if and only if the number of interactions is inside the
range. The ASP rules to encode this rule of thumb are similar to (4.13).
4.5.4 Rule 4: Likely Interactions Based on Gene State
In [121], it is observed that nodes tend to be positively regulated by nodes
that are active at earlier states of a cell cycle and negatively regulated by
nodes that are active later in the process. To take this observation into
account, we divide the genes into likely activators and likely inhibitors based
on whether they are active during the first half or the second half of the
time-series table respectively. Note that the same gene can be both a likely
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activator and a likely inhibitor. We then check the outgoing edges of every
gene, and increase the cost of the repair every time a likely activator, which
is not also a likely inhibitor, inhibits another gene, or a likely inhibitor, which
is not also a likely activator, activates another gene. The penalty is increased
for every “bad edge” that is found.
We use the following ASP rules to compute the corresponding penalty:
likelyAct(C) active(C , T ), T <= thalf.
likelyInh(C) active(C , T ), T > thalf.
badEdge(C , D) likelyAct(C), inhibits(C , D), not likelyInh(C), C != D.
badEdge(C , D) likelyInh(C), activates(C , D), not likelyAct(C), C != D.
badEdges(X ) X = #count{badEdge(C , D)}.
cost(4, C) badEdges(C). (4.14)
4.5.5 Rule 5: Network Diameter
In [47], it is stated that the diameter (i.e. the length of the shortest path
between the two nodes that are furthest apart in the network) of GRN graphs
tends to be very small. To encode this knowledge, we first need to make sure
that every gene of the network is reachable, using the following rules:
link(X , Y ) edgeAfterRepair(X , Y ), X != Y.
link(Y, X ) edgeAfterRepair(X , Y ), Y != X .
reachable(X ) link(1, X ).
reachable(Y ) reachable(X ), link(X , Y ).
 gene(X ), not reachable(X ).
(4.15)
Then, we find the shortest distance between every pair of genes by finding
all the possible paths between them, and minimizing the number of path
links. The longest of these shortest distances is the diameter of the network.6
dist(X , Y, 1) link(X , Y ), X != Y.
dist(X , Y, 2) link(X , A), link(A, Y ), X != Y.
dist(X , Y, 3) link(X , A), link(A, B), link(B, Y ), X != Y.
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. . . (4.16)
smallestDist(X , Y, D) D = #min[dist(X , Y, C) = C], dist(X , Y, Z).
diameter(D) D = #max[smallestDist(X , Y, C) = C].
The penalty associated with this rule of thumb depends on whether the
diameter that was found falls within a certain range limit (see Section 4.6).
4.5.6 Rule 6: Dominant Motifs
A motif is a small pattern with usually three or four nodes that is found
repeatedly in a network graph. In [124], the idea of dominant motifs in
GRNs is discussed. Inspired by this observation, we will consider a rule of
thumb that is based on how many dominant motifs are shared between a
given repaired GRN and the GRNs of similar cell cycles. This allows us to
encode that similar networks are likely to share the same dominant motifs.
To implement this rule of thumb, we first use an external program de-
scribed in [201] to find the dominant motifs of popular GRNs in the literature.
The GRN that we are repairing is not used during this step. We then encode
these motifs in our ASP program and try to maximize the number of times
they appear in the repaired network. The penalty introduced by this rule
should be smaller when more dominant motifs are found. Therefore, we
start with a penalty which is equal to a maximum penalty value, and then
count the number of dominant motifs in the repaired network. For every
instance of a dominant motif that we find, we decrease the penalty of this
rule of thumb by 1.
4.5.7 Rule 7: Size of Basin of Attractors
In [207], it is stated that the size of the basin of attractors (i.e. the number
of stable states to which most initial states of the network converge) in a
GRN is a vital quantity in terms of understanding network behaviour and
6The rules that calculate the distance between a pair of nodes could be encoded in a more
elegant version, namely using the rule dist(X , Y, D)  dist(X , A, L), l ink(A, Y ), D = L + 1.
However, this version is too slow when performing experiments, so a more straightforward
encoding is used.
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may relate to other network properties such as stability. This allows us to
check whether the state of the repaired network with the largest basin size
indeed corresponds to the final stable state in the time-series table.
This final rule of thumb is not implemented in ASP, but is instead used
as an additional filtering step after the ASP program has been used to find
good repairs. To apply this rule, we need to find the final state corresponding
to every possible initial state of a network, using a standalone program
described in [20]. We then need to make sure that the most frequently
occurring final state of the network indeed corresponds to its state at the
final time step tfinal given by the time-series table. We apply this method
for every repaired network (i.e. for every answer set that we get from our
ASP program), and filter out the ones that do not satisfy this property. Note
that we do not implement this rule of thumb in ASP due to the requirement
of using an external program to find all possible final states of a network.
However, this final rule of thumb still allows us to apply a filter on the
computed answer sets, thus improving the repair process.
4.6 Experimental Results
To compare the effectiveness of the proposed aggregation methods, con-
sider the following biological scenario: a draft of a GRN that represents the
relations between some genes was generated, but the GRN graph is not
consistent with experimental observations. These observations consist of a
time-series table that describes the state of the studied genes at different
time steps of the corresponding cell cycle. In our experiments, we use the
following 5 GRNs (see Table 4.2): Arabidopsis [23], Budding Yeast [99], C. El-
egans [102], Fission Yeast [52], and Mammalian Cell Cycle [80]. We also have
five time-series tables that are consistent with these GRNs. It is important to
note that Boolean networks constitute a simple model to represent GRNs.
However, this model is valuable towards obtaining information about the
network topology, and is more precise than previously thought [23]. Note
that typically there are many Boolean networks that are compatible with a
given time series table. In fact, we verified that there are millions of Boolean
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networks that are compatible with the time series data that we use in our
experiments.
To recreate the biological scenario that was previously described, we
corrupt every GRN by adding and removing edges. Our methods then aim
to repair the corrupted GRNs. Every time we corrupt a network, we re-
move R randomly chosen edges, and subsequently add N randomly chosen
edges (choosing between activation and inhibition edges with equal prob-
ability). We set N and R as percentages of the initial number of edges for
each network that we are corrupting. For our experiments, we consider
10 corruption setups by varying the percentages N and R in the following
way: N=1% /R=5%, N=6% /R=3%, N=8% /R=6%, N=15% /R=35%,
N=30% /R=30%, N=50% /R=25%, N=30% /R=70%, N=40% /R=60%,
N=60% /R=40%, and N=80% /R=20%. The values of N and R for every
GRN in every corruption setup are shown in Table 4.1. These setups vary
from light corruptions (setup 1-3) to heavier corruptions (setup 4-10). Note
that, in a real biological setting, both light and heavy corruption may be
expected. “Indeed, inferring gene networks from experimental observations
is a daunting task” [11]. The methods used to predict gene interactions
based on data from time-series tables give varying results with very different
predicted networks (e.g. DREAM challenges7). In particular, in the DREAM4
challenge, the applicants were asked to infer gene interactions based on
given time-series data. The leaderboards of this challenge8 show that the top
scoring methods predicted gene networks with edge counts varying from 10
edges to 54 edges, with the best scoring network having an edge count of
18. Therefore, generated networks may vary significantly in the number of
edges from the actual network that they are trying to predict.
Every time we select a network to corrupt and repair, we learn the
relevant parameters of the rules of thumb from the other four, uncorrupted
networks. For Rule 2, we learn the degrees kmin and kmax from the other
four networks by setting kmin as the smallest average degree value of the
other four networks and kmax as the largest average degree value. The range
[diametermin, diametermax] in Rule 5 is learned similarly, where diametermin
7http://dreamchallenges.org/
8https://www.synapse.org/#!Synapse:syn2825304/wiki/71132


























































































































Arabidopsis 10 22 2.2 4.4 4
Budding Yeast 11 34 3.1 6.2 3
C. Elegans 8 21 2.6 5.3 3
Fission Yeast 9 25 2.8 5.6 3
Mammalian 10 39 3.9 7.8 3
Table 4.2: Characteristics of the GRN graphs.
is the smallest diameter value of the other four networks, and diametermax
is the largest diameter value. For Rule 3, the range of the total number of
edges is calculated as follows. We learn from the other four networks the
ratio of number of edges per node, and we keep the minimum (ratiomin)
and maximum (ratiomax) values that we find. Then, we determine what the
expected number of edges should be for the test network by multiplying
these two ratios with the number of nodes. Table 4.2 contains all the relevant
characteristics of every GRN that are needed to calculate the aforementioned
parameters.
When repairing using the uniform weights approach, we set the maximum
penalty for each rule of thumb to be equal to the total number of initial
edges of the GRN that we are trying to repair. We chose this number because
it represents the largest possible penalty that a rule of thumb can introduce
if we increase the cost by one for every violation (Rule 4 in particular).
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Rule 1 Rule 2 Rule 3 Rule 4 Rule 5 Rule 6 Rule 7
Normalization
Factor (F)
EdgesNum GenesNumEdgesNum 1 1 EdgesNum EdgesNum N/A
9
Table 4.3: The normalization factor (F) for every rule of thumb used by the
uniform weights approach.
Based on this value, we introduce a normalization factor F for every rule
of thumb. Let “EdgesNum” and “GenesNum” be respectively the number of
edges and the number of genes in the GRN that we are trying to repair. In
Rule 1 (last time step as fixed state), the rule can be violated at most once
(the last time step is either a fixed state or not a fixed state). Therefore,
the penalty of this rule is either equal to 0 in the case where it is satisfied,
or otherwise equal to 1. The normalization factor for this rule is then F =
EdgesNum. In Rule 2 (degree of a gene), every gene in the network can
possibly be considered as a “bad gene” hence violating this rule and increasing
its penalty cost by 1. Then, to normalize the total penalty, we multiply it by
the ratio EdgesNum/GenesNum. This gives us F = EdgesNum/GenesNum.
In this way, we make sure that the maximum penalty is equal to EdgesNum
(if all the genes of the network are “bad genes”, the maximum penalty is
penaltymax = (GenesNum) ⇥ (EdgesNum/GenesNum) = EdgesNum). We
follow the same reasoning for all the other rules of thumb in our case study.
The normalization factors for every rule of thumb used by the uniform
weights approach can be found in Table 4.3.
To evaluate our results, we use the F1 score and Jaccard index which
we calculate as follows. Let A be the set of edges of the original network
and B the set of edges of the repaired network. We write |A| and |B| for the
number of edges of the original and repaired network respectively. The F1
score is given by F1 = 2 ⇥ (precision ⇥ recall) / (precision + recall), with
precision = |A\ B| / |B| and recall = |A\ B| / |A|. The Jaccard index is given
by J(A, B) = |A\ B| / |A[ B|. We use the F1 score because it is a standard
measure of accuracy that considers both precision and recall, and the Jaccard
9Rule 7 is used as a final filtering step and is not implemented in ASP. Therefore, a normal-
ization factor is not applicable.
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index because it is a standard measure of similarity between sets. We run
every experiment (i.e. every corruption setup on every network) 10 times
and report the average F1 score and Jaccard Index of the best repair that
was found.10 In the case where multiple repairs with the same minimum
cost were found, we select the first repair that we get from the solver as best
repair. To run our experiments, we used the ASP grounder gringo and the
ASP solver clasp running on a 2.7 GHz Intel Core i5 CPU with 8 GB of RAM.
Despite the large search space, all the aggregation methods have fast run
times, varying between a few seconds to at most 5 minutes, depending on
the corruption setup. Our experiment setups and results can be found at:
http://www.cwi.ugent.be/RepairInconsistentASP.html.
The results of our experiments are shown in Fig. 4.4 through Fig. 4.8.
Every figure corresponds to one of the 5 GRNs, and represents the F1 score
and Jaccard index for every corruption setup. Every graph shows the results
for 9 different repair methods: the minimal repair method (Min), the uniform
weights approach (Uni), the Violations Improvements method (Viol), leximin
ordering (Lmin), leximax ordering (Lmax), and variants A-D of the Z-score
approach (Z-A, Z-B, Z-C, Z-D). The average F1 score and Jaccard index of
the corrupted network (Corr) is also shown. The average graphs for F1 score
and Jaccard index for all the GRNs are shown in Fig. 4.9 and Fig. 4.10
respectively.
Based on these graphs, we can conclude that the Z-score approach is
the best method to aggregate the rules of thumb in the absence of train-
ing data. In particular, variant C of this approach, in which the sampled
repairs are close to being minimal (Section 4.3.4) outperforms all the other
aggregation methods, as well as the minimal repair approach. In fact, we
notice a consistent improvement in both metrics when repairing the GRNs
using this method, compared to all the other methods. Additionally, this
method shows the most significant increase in F1 score and Jaccard index
between the corrupted and repaired GRNs. We notice from the graphs that
most standard aggregation methods, i.e. the leximin and leximax ordering
methods, and the violation improvements method perform poorly compared
10Although it is not ideal, averaging F1 scores is common practice and considered acceptable.










Arabidopsis 16 22 28 25
Budding Yeast 27 32 33 31
C. Elegans 14 23 25 27
Fission Yeast 19 24 29 26
Mammalian 35 42 48 44
Table 4.4: Average number of repair operations applied to a GRN at all
corruption setups by the minimal repair method and the 3 best proposed
aggregation methods (rounded to the nearest integer).
to the minimal repair method for some GRNs, while showing better results
for other GRNs. These varying results render these methods unreliable, and
a key reason for this is presumably the lack of suitable weights. The Z-score
approach addresses this issue by learning weights from unsupervised data
(viz. the repairs that we generate automatically). Furthermore, the way these
repairs have been automatically generated gives us interesting insight into
the expected costs of the best repairs. The fact that variant C of the Z-score
approach is the best performing method shows us that the best repairs have
a total cost that is relatively close to the minimal repair cost.
Additionally, there are two methods that also outperform the minimal
repair approach: the uniform weights method (Section 4.3.1) and variant
D of the Z-score approach (Section 4.3.4). In the absence of training data,
setting uniform weights to all the rules of thumb works remarkably well.
This confirms the conclusions in [53], which state that when predicting a
numerical criterion, equal-weighting models tend to outperform average
random models. It is important to note that these methods are not simply
selecting the most promising among the minimal repairs (instead of a ran-
dom minimal repair), but that the optimal repairs they find are indeed not
minimal. Table 4.4 shows the average number of repair operations applied to
a corrupted GRN by the aforementioned best repair methods. It is clear that
all three approaches make more changes to a network than the minimal re-
pair method does, confirming that while using minimal repairs is convenient,
more optimal repairs are not necessarily minimal.
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Initial Min Uni Viol Lmin Lmax Z-A Z-B Z-C Z-D
Arabidopsis 0.32 0.32 0.34 0.31 0.32 0.30 0.36 0.31 0.36 0.35
Budding Yeast 0.83 0.83 0.87 0.84 0.82 0.83 0.84 0.81 0.91 0.87
C. Elegans 0.55 0.55 0.59 0.53 0.52 0.50 0.53 0.51 0.61 0.62
Fission Yeast 0.56 0.56 0.57 0.48 0.50 0.48 0.42 0.42 0.61 0.58
Mammalian 0.35 0.35 0.38 0.35 0.35 0.32 0.33 0.30 0.40 0.36
Table 4.5: F1 score of every repair method on every GRN for the setup where
a generated GRN happens to be consistent with the time-series table, but
different than the original ground-truth network.
Initial Min Uni Viol Lmin Lmax Z-A Z-B Z-C Z-D
Arabidopsis 0.22 0.22 0.24 0.20 0.22 0.19 0.26 0.21 0.27 0.24
Budding Yeast 0.75 0.75 0.77 0.75 0.73 0.74 0.76 0.73 0.82 0.77
C. Elegans 0.38 0.38 0.42 0.35 0.33 0.31 0.36 0.34 0.45 0.46
Fission Yeast 0.39 0.39 0.40 0.32 0.33 0.32 0.27 0.26 0.45 0.42
Mammalian 0.24 0.24 0.27 0.24 0.24 0.20 0.21 0.19 0.30 0.26
Table 4.6: Jaccard index of every repair method on every GRN for the setup
where a generated GRN happens to be consistent with the time-series table,
but different than the original ground-truth network.
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Figure 4.4: F1 score and Jaccard index of Arabidopsis network.
Finally, we considered one extra setup where a generated network hap-
pens to be consistent with the time-series table, but different than the original
network. For this setup, instead of taking the original, ground-truth network
and corrupting it by removing and adding edges, we randomly generate
a new network from scratch that is consistent with the given time-series
table. Then, we apply our repair methods to it to reduce the violations of
the rules of thumb. Similar to our previous setups, we run this experiment
10 times, and report the average F1 score and Jaccard index of the best
repair that was found. The F1 scores of the corrupted network and of the
resulting best repairs for every repair method are shown in Table 4.5, and
their corresponding Jaccard indices are shown in Table 4.6. Note that in this
setup, the minimal repair method simply returns the randomly generated
network, since there are no repair operations to be made. The results of this
experiment confirm our previous findings that the uniform weights approach,
variant C of the Z-score approach and variant D of the Z-score approach
improve on both the F1 score and the Jaccard index in comparison with the
minimal repair method.
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Figure 4.5: F1 score and Jaccard index of Budding Yeast network.



































Figure 4.6: F1 score and Jaccard index of C. Elegans network.
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Figure 4.7: F1 score and Jaccard index of Fission Yeast network.



































Figure 4.8: F1 score and Jaccard index of Mammalian network.
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Figure 4.9: Average graph for F1 score.
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Figure 4.10: Average graph for Jaccard index.
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4.7 Conclusion
Answer set programming (ASP) is steadily gaining traction as a declarative
programming language for modeling and simulating systems. As with all
knowledge representation formalisms, correctly capturing domain knowl-
edge into ASP programs is a challenging task. Errors in the encoding can
result in ASP programs that have no answer sets. A common technique to
restore the consistency of such inconsistent ASP programs is the minimal
repair method. Supported by Occam’s razor principle, this technique adds or
removes the smallest number of facts to ensure that the program has at least
one answer set. While searching for a minimal repair is certainly reasonable
in absence of any background knowledge, in this chapter we showed that
more accurate repairs can be found by incorporating a small number of
domain specific rules of thumb, or soft constraints, on what desired repairs
should look like.
The technique we proposed in this chapter makes very modest assump-
tions about the available domain knowledge. Instead of relying on carefully
modelled expert knowledge, our approach only requires a straightforward
encoding of ideas from the domain literature. In addition – unlike for in-
stance existing approaches based on Markov logic – our technique does not
require manual tuning of the importance weights of the rules of thumb, nor
learning such weights from training data. To aggregate the impact of different
rules of thumb in choosing the best repair, we have proposed the use of five
techniques: (1) a uniform weights approach in which all rules have the same
impact on the total cost of a repair; (2) a violations improvements method that
favors repair A over repair B if A outperforms B for the majority of the rules
of thumb; (3) a leximin ordering approach that favors repair A over repair B
if A does really well on satisfying one of the rules of thumb, i.e. better than
B does on any of the rules of thumb; (4) a leximax ordering approach that
favors repair A over repair B if B does really poorly on satisfying one of the
rules of thumb, i.e. worse than A does on any of the rules of thumb; (5) a
Z-score approach that compares the number of violations against an expected
number.
To validate our approach, we have applied it in a case study for simulating
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the behavior of Gene Regulatory Networks (GRNs). We corrupted known
GRNs in various ways and then attempted to restore them with our methods,
using 7 rules of thumb from the biological literature. We have found that the
variant of the Z-score approach that uses automatically generated repairs
that are close to being minimal outperforms all the other repair methods in
terms of F1 score and Jaccard index, including the minimal repair approach.
Our results have also confirmed that these methods are not simply selecting
the most promising among the minimal repairs, but the optimal repairs that
they produce are indeed not minimal. In fact, our best method shows that
the most plausible repairs are close to being minimal.
In future work, it would be interesting to see whether the Z-score ap-
proach can be improved by using more advanced methods for outlier de-
tection. For instance, one-class Support Vector Machines (SVMs) could be
trained from randomly sampled repairs, using feature vectors that contain
the number of violations of each repair, which in principle would allow us to
take into account how different rules of thumb interact.
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CHAPTER 5
Ranking Solutions of ASP Problems
Clinical Practice Guidelines (CPGs) are documents created by experts in
the medical field in order to help clinicians in treating certain diseases
[162]. To make CPGs more accessible and easier to use, many frameworks
have been developed that gather important information from a relevant
CPG and transform it into a computer interpretable format [54,120,192].
The resulting representation is called a Computer Interpretable Guideline
(CIG). These frameworks usually create task networks that represent possible
treatments of the disease based on certain actions, decisions and tests. When
a physician wants to treat a specific disease, they consult the corresponding
task network and follow the presented procedure based on the test results
that are available for the patient. A lot of research has been done to improve
CIGs by including, for example, patient-specific information in the generated
task networks [185,196], different kinds of treatments [12] and even rules
about hospital and insurance policies in order to create the best possible
personalized treatment for every patient. In addition, research has been done
for the verification of the resulting medical guidelines [101].
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It is important, however, to note that CPGs were originally designed to
treat every disease separately. Recent studies have shown that the number of
patients with comorbidity, i.e. diagnosed with multiple diseases simultane-
ously, keeps rising [106]. Combining CIGs for individual diseases regularly
results in conflicts between the recommended treatments. These conflicts
can be on different levels: drug-drug interactions, drug-disease interactions,
etc. Often these conflicts can be solved by the expertise of the physician,
especially when swapping a drug by another one could resolve the conflict.
Given the increasing number of CIGs and the complexity of the presented
treatments, a system that can automatically detect [209] and repair incon-
sistencies when combining multiple CIGs [105,135] would be a valuable aid
for clinicians.
Building on recent work by Wilk et al. [202], implemented in Zhang
et al. [211], we present in this chapter an answer set programming (ASP)
based approach for generating conflict-free treatments for comorbid patients.
ASP is a declarative problem solving language, which allows one to describe
a problem as a set of logical rules. ASP solvers are then used to find answer
sets, i.e. the sets of facts that satisfy all the encoded rules. In our case, the
ASP rules represent the method to detect and repair conflicts in candidate
treatments, while the answer sets correspond to valid combined treatments.
Removing inconsistencies in treatments involves applying mitigation opera-
tors (MOs) [202]. These operators act like functions that take as input one
point of contention (i.e. conflict) introduced by a specific pair of treatments,
and provide as output a set of modifications to be applied on one or both
treatments to eliminated the point of contention. In other words, an MO may
suggest removing a specific drug from a treatment, substituting a drug by an
alternative one, or even performing a new action in a treatment to avoid a
particular conflict. However, while MOs focus on eliminating one specific
conflict, they can sometimes introduce undesirable drug-drug interactions
into combined treatments. Therefore, we define preferences among the an-
swer sets by assigning a penalty based on the drug-drug interactions they
contain. This penalty is equal to the sum of individual penalties introduced
by every drug-drug interaction found, which depends on the severity of the
corresponding interaction. Treatment penalties induce a ranking from the
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most preferred valid treatment (i.e. with the smallest penalty) to the least
preferred (i.e. with the highest penalty). The main differences between our
approach and the work by Zhang [211] are:
• All the answer sets that we generate are valid solution treatments.
• We apply one MO at a time, instead of all simultaneously, until a point
of contention is eliminated.
• We introduce preferences among solution treatments based on drug-
drug interactions, to select the most desirable treatment among the
given candidates.
The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows: in Section 5.1
we present a method to resolve conflicts that arise when applying multiple
CPGs on a patient with comorbid diseases, and rank solution treatments
based on drug-drug interactions. In Section 5.2, we show the advantages of
our approach by introducing a case study that involves the task networks
from the CPGs for duodenal ulcer (DU) and transient ischemic attack (TIA).
Finally, we conclude in Section 5.3.
5.1 Finding Preferred Conflict-Free Treatments
As in [211], we propose an ASP implementation of the theoretical method
proposed in [202] to resolve conflicts that arise in the concurrent application
of CPGs on a patient with multiple diseases. These CPGs are represented
by task networks that contain their relevant information. We formulate
our encoding such that every answer set corresponds directly to a solution
treatment, which is different from the encoding proposed in [211] where
some answer sets correspond to invalid treatments (see Section 5.2). The
facts of our ASP program encode task networks (action nodes, decision nodes,
edges and labels), patient information, MOs, and a given set of points of
contention that can occur.11
11For the full code, see http://www.cwi.ugent.be/ComorbidityConflictSolver.html
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To find solution treatments, we first pick a candidate treatment from
the task network of every disease (rules 5.1-5.2). A candidate treatment
corresponds to a combination of candidate edges that were selected from
the task networks of the corresponding diseases. In these ASP rules, we
use negation-as-failure to consider every possibility of either selecting or
not selecting an edge from the network as a candidate edge. Then, we add
rules to make sure that every candidate treatment, i.e. every combination
of selected candidate edges, is also compliant with the encoded patient
information (rules 5.3-5.5).
candidateEdge(Ag, X , Y ) edge(Ag, X , Y ), not nCandidateEdge(Ag, X , Y ). (5.1)
nCandidateEdge(Ag, X , Y ) edge(Ag, X , Y ), not candidateEdge(Ag, X , Y ). (5.2)
nodeInTreat(Ag, X ) candidateEdge(Ag, X , Y ). (5.3)
nodeInTreat(Ag, Y ) candidateEdge(Ag, X , Y ). (5.4)
 dNode(Ag, X ), nodeInTreat(Ag, X ), patientInfo(X , L),
label(Ag, X , Y, L), not candidateEdge(Ag, X , Y ).
(5.5)
Then, we detect active points of contention in every pair of candidate
treatments by checking whether every action in a point of contention is
present in the selected pair of candidate treatments. To eliminate every
detected point of contention, we need to apply an applicable MO. Similar
to the method of selecting candidate edges, we use negation-as-failure to
consider either applying or not applying every applicable MO (rules 5.6-
5.7). In the case where a selected MO needs to be applied, we add ASP
rules that encode the instructions found in [202] to modify the candidate
treatments according to the information encoded by the selected MO (rules
5.8-5.10). A solution treatment consists then of the union of these modified
candidate treatments that does not contain active points of contention (rules
5.11-5.14).
applyMO(PocID, MoID) activePOC(PocID), applicableMO(PocID, MoID),
not napplyMO(PocID, MoID).
(5.6)
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napplyMO(PocID, MoID) activePOC(PocID), applicableMO(PocID, MoID),
not applyMO(PocID, MoID).
(5.7)
solutionTreat(T D, A) activeAction(T D, A), applyMO(PocID, MoID),
moTD(MoID, T D), not moToBeRemoved(MoID, A).
(5.8)
solutionTreat(BD, A) applyMO(PocID, MoID), moBD(MoID, BD),
moRHS(MoID, pos(A)).
(5.9)
solutionTreat(BD, A) activeAction(BD, A), applyMO(PocID, MoID),
moBD(MoID, BD), not occursIn(A, MoID).
(5.10)
solutionAction(A) solutionTreat(D, A). (5.11)
ignorePOC(PocID) not solutionAction(A), pocAction(PocID, A). (5.12)
pocFound(PocID) poc(PocID), not ignorePOC(PocID). (5.13)
 pocFound(PocID). (5.14)
Different from [211], where all applicable MOs are applied simultaneously,
we want to apply only one MO at a time to remove a point of contention.
In order to do so, we add ASP rules that count the number of applied MOs
for every active point of contention, and eliminate the solutions where this
number is not equal to 1 (rules 5.15-5.18). Applying multiple MOs to resolve
the same point of contention has a high chance of introducing multiple drugs
that have the same purpose in the same treatment. This is not advised for
multiple reasons. First, it creates treatments that contain a higher dosage
of a substance than originally intended. Second, the number of side effects
that a patient may develop increases when the number of prescribed drugs
increases, and third, avoidable drug-drug interactions may be introduced.
appliedMOs(PocID, X ) X = #count{applyMO(PocID, MoID)}, activePOC(PocID).
(5.15)
errorApplyingMo(PocID) appliedMOs(PocID, X ), X < 1. (5.16)
errorApplyingMo(PocID) appliedMOs(PocID, X ), X > 1. (5.17)
 errorApplyingMo(PocID). (5.18)
Among all solution treatments found by the rules above, some might be
preferred over others depending on the severity of drug-drug interactions
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that are introduced to the treatment after applying the corresponding MO.
These interactions may persist in proposed valid solution treatments due to
different factors. On one hand, some drug-drug interactions may only be
partially described, i.e. only the cause of the interaction is known, but the way
to mitigate it is still unknown. Hence, these interactions cannot be encoded
in mitigation operators. We therefore propose to use them to penalize the
obtained solution in case they are present. On the other hand, with the
continuous improvements in clinical research, previously reliable MOs may
become outdated, thus containing incomplete or inaccurate information.
Applying these MOs to resolve conflicts when combining new treatments
may then introduce drug-drug interactions that were previously undetected.
To induce a ranking among solution treatments, we encode in our pro-
gram facts of the form “drug(X)” that read “X is a drug” and facts of the
form “interaction(X , Y, C)” that read “drug X has an interaction level C with
drug Y ”. These drug-drug interactions are included for every pair of drugs
present in the treatments. Their respective interaction levels can be found in
the medical literature (see Section 5.2). For every treatment we then assign
a penalty that is equal to the sum of all the levels of interactions between
the drugs in that treatment (rules 5.19-5.21). The treatment that minimizes
this penalty is considered the best (rule 5.22). Note that this ASP encoding
can output all possible treatments with their respective optimization value
when specified by the ASP solver, and not only the best one.12 This allows
the ranking of all the treatments from most to least preferred.
solutionDrug(X ) solutionAction(X ), drug(X ). (5.19)
solutionInteraction(X , Y, C) interaction(X , Y, C), solutionDrug(X ), solutionDrug(Y ). (5.20)
interactionsPenalty(P) P = #sum[solutionInteraction(X , Y, C) = C]. (5.21)
#minimize[interactionsPenalty(P) = P]. (5.22)
12See http://www.cwi.ugent.be/ComorbidityConflictSolver.html
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Figure 5.1: Task networks for treating the DU disease (left) and the TIA
disease (right).
5.2 Case Study
We extend a use case from [211] to show the advantages of our approach.
The example involves the task networks from the CPGs for duodenal ulcer
(DU) and transient ischemic attack (TIA), shown in Fig. 5.1 [202], and a
patient who is diagnosed with both diseases. The following patient infor-
mation is used: H.pylori test negative, ulcer healed, hypoglyacemia absent,
FAST test positive, and neurological symptoms resolved. No data is included
concerning the risk of stroke. Based on this information, one candidate treat-
ment is extracted from the task network of DU: CT1du = {SA, PPI, SC} and
two candidate treatments from the task network of TIA: CT1t ia = {A, PCS}
and CT2t ia = {A, D}. We use the following four MOs:
1. MO1: {tia, du, {A, SA}, {pos(A)13, neg(D)}, {neg(A), pos(Cl)}, SA}
2. MO2: {tia, du, {A, SA}, {pos(A), pos(D)}, {pos(A), pos(D), pos(PPI)}, SA}
3. MO3: {tia, du, {A, SA}, {pos(A), neg(D)}, {pos(A), pos(Cy14)}, SA}
13The keywords pos(X) and neg(X) refer to an action X being present and absent from a
treatment respectively.
14Cy: Cyanocobalamin









ST1 {PPI, SC, A, PCS, Cl, Cy, Fl} MO1, MO3, MO4 7 Y N
ST2 {PPI, SC, A, PCS, Cy, Fl} MO3, MO4 4 Y N
ST3 {PPI, SC, A, PCS, Cl, Cy} MO1, MO3 5 Y N
ST4 {PPI, SC, A, PCS, Cy} MO3 2 Y Y (2)
ST5 {PPI, SC, A, PCS, Cl, Fl} MO1, MO4 6 Y N
ST6 {PPI, SC, A, PCS, Fl} MO4 3 Y Y (3)
ST7 {PPI, SC, PCS, Cl} MO1 3 Y Y (3)
ST8 {} - Inv. Inv. Inv. Y N
ST9 {PPI, SC, A, D, NC} MO2 1 Y Y (1)
ST10 {} - Inv. Inv. Inv. Y N
Table 5.1: Solution treatments found by Zhang’s approach, and by our pref-
erence based approach. “Inv.” indicates an invalid treatment. “Y” indicates
that a treatment is given as a solution by the approach. “N” indicates that a
treatment is not given as a solution by the approach. “Y(P)” indicates that a
treatment is given as a solution by the preference based approach with the
rank P.
4. MO4: {tia, du, {A, SA}, {pos(A), neg(D)}, {pos(A), pos(Fl15)}, SA}
These four MOs aim to resolve the same conflict, mainly the conflict between
actions A and SA. Every MO suggests a different approach to remove this
conflict. This is encoded in the fifth parameter of the MO. For example,
MO1 suggests removing action A and adding action Cl, while MO2 suggests
keeping action A and adding actions D and PPI. For this scenario, our ASP
rules 5.1-5.18 from Section 5.1 generate four answer sets: ST4, ST6, ST7
and ST9 shown in Table 5.1. One can verify that ST4, ST6 and ST7 result
from applying MO3, MO4 and MO1 respectively to the combination of the
treatments CT1du and CT
1
t ia. Each of these MOs correctly removes the conflict
introduced by the actions “A” and “SA”. Similarly, the solution treatment ST9
arises from applying MO2 to the combination of treatments CT1du and CT
2
t ia.
Next, rules 5.19-5.22 can be used to induce a preference ranking over
the valid solution treatments, based on the interaction levels of the drugs
in the proposed treatments. We consider four levels of interactions: major,
15Fl: Flibanserin
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moderate, minor and no interaction, represented correspondingly in our
ASP program by 3, 2, 1 and 0. These drug-drug interactions can be obtained
using an interactions checker from a web database.16 Now, running the same
scenario in our ASP program identifies a preferred solution treatment: ST9.
In fact, ST7 contains 1 major drug-drug interaction between Cl and PPI
(penalty=3), ST9 contains 1 minor drug-drug interaction between A and
PPI (penalty=1), ST4 contains 2 minor drug-drug interactions between A
and PPI , and between C y and PPI (penalty=1+1=2), and ST6 contains 1
minor drug-drug interaction between A and PPI , and 1 moderate drug-drug
interaction between F l and PPI (penalty=1+2=3). With ST9 having the
lowest penalty, it is indeed the best possible treatment (rank=1).
Running the same scenario using Zhang’s program [211] gives 10 answer
sets, shown in Table 5.1. In addition to the solutions found by our preference
based approach, Zhang’s program gives 2 invalid solution treatments where
no MOs are applied: ST8 and ST10, and 4 answer sets where multiple MOs
are applied simultaneously to remove the same point of contention: ST1,
ST2, ST3 and ST5. These last 4 solution treatments have penalties equal
to 7, 4, 5 and 6 respectively, which are higher than penalties of solution
treatments found by applying one MO at a time to solve a specific point
of contention. This shows that applying multiple MOs concurrently may
introduce avoidable and potentially more dangerous drug-drug interactions.
5.3 Conclusion
The number of patients diagnosed with multiple diseases is rising. In this
chapter, we presented an extension of Zhang and Zhang’s ASP encoding
for the problem of generating conflict-free treatments for patients with
comorbidity [211]. A noteworthy difference between our approach and the
work in [211] is that all answer sets of our ASP program directly correspond
to solution treatments, which makes it arguably easier to use by physicians.
In addition, our ASP program adheres closer to [202] in applying one MO at
a time instead of all simultaneously, in the case where multiple applicable
16We use the “Interactions Checker” at www.drugs.com
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MOs are available. This distinction is clinically important because applying
multiple MOs in parallel has a high chance of introducing multiple drugs
that have the same purpose in the same treatment. Furthermore, we refined
our ASP program with a ranking mechanism based on the severity of drug-
drug interactions in solution treatments, thereby providing a technique to
identify preferred treatments. An interesting direction for future research
involves expanding the current ASP encoding with multiple ways of defining
preferences between treatments, such as different types of interactions (drug-
disease, drug-food, etc.) to complement the drug-drug interactions that we
already included. Future work could also include creating a better encoding
of the candidate treatments specified in clinical guidelines that accounts
for the time variable, and more specific action nodes. In the next chapter,
we take a different approach for solving the same problem. We assume
that Mitigation Operators are not present to resolve conflicts in combined
treatments. In fact, we present a fully data-driven approach to recommend
treatments for comorbid patients without domain expert intervention. We
also show how rules of thumb can be used to further improve this new
method.
CHAPTER 6
Rules of Thumb in Statistical Machine Translation
The number of comorbid patients keeps rising [106]. Since clinical guidelines
focus on treating every disease separately, simply combining these guidelines
to find treatments for comorbid patients may introduce unwanted conflicts
in the combined treatments, as seen in Chapter 5. For example, a patient
diagnosed with a Duodenal Ulcer (DU) is required to stop the use of any
anti-inflammatory medicine, including aspirin. On the other hand, a patient
diagnosed with a Transient Ischemic Attack (TIA) is required to take aspirin
as part of the treatment. When a patient is diagnosed with both DU and TIA,
combining the individual treatments of these diseases introduces a conflict
around the use of aspirin. Therefore, a system that can automatically suggest
treatments for comorbid patients is a valuable aid for clinicians.
As previously seen in Chapter 5, existing algorithmic approaches aim
to combine the important information found in the clinical guidelines of
the individual diseases of a comorbidity. First, they make use of computer
interpretable guidelines with dedicated languages [26,85] that capture all
the essential information of clinical guidelines, such as tests, procedures, etc.
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Then, they try to detect the different types of conflicts that arise between the
procedures inside the combined treatment. Finally, they provide techniques
to resolve these detected conflicts in order to find a valid treatment for a
given comorbidity. Such techniques include the use of mitigation operators
as shown in Chapter 5.
In this chapter, we tackle the same problem of recommending treatments
for comorbid patients from a very different angle, namely by treating it as a
Statistical Machine Translation (SMT) problem. The main idea is to look at
a set of diagnoses (i.e. a comorbidity) as a source sentence that we want to
translate into a set of procedures (i.e. a treatment), considered as a target
sentence. In other words, every diagnosis in a comorbidity is considered as
a “word” in a “sentence”, and similar to the methods used to automatically
translate a text sentence from one language to another, we aim to translate
a comorbidity into a treatment. In order to do that, we train the translation
models on a corpus of medical records. As we will show in Section 6.2, we
also take advantage of the ability of the translation system to find multiple
treatment recommendations for a single comorbidity, which allows us to
make use of additional criteria, such as a drug interactions penalty and a
treatment popularity score to recommend the most optimized treatment.
This chapter is structured as follows: In Section 6.1, we discuss the
advantages and drawbacks of various approaches that aim to find treatments
for comorbidities. In Section 6.2, we propose a number of different algorithms
used for treatment recommendations. We first demonstrate how a nearest
neighbour baseline method (1-NN) can be used to solve our problem, then
we present our methods based on word-based and phrase-based alignment.
In Section 6.3, a comparative experimental evaluation on approximately 45K
patient records from the MIMIC-III database, shows that our SMT approaches
comfortably outperform 1-NN. Finally, we conclude with directions for future
work in Section 6.4.
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6.1 Related Work
Several expert knowledge driven approaches for recommending treatments
for comorbid patients have already been proposed. Mainly, these approaches
try to combine treatments of individual diseases, and repair the conflicts that
arise in the combined treatments. In [208], general models for representing
computer interpretable guidelines that express evidence as causation beliefs
are presented. These models aim to detect the different types of interactions
found in these guidelines and specify their severities. In Chapter 5, mitigation
operators are used to detect and repair conflicts in combined treatments.
When applied, these mitigation operators offer alternative treatments based
on the information that they encode.
The existing expert knowledge driven methods require the availability
of clinical guidelines encoded in a machine readable way. Such computer
interpretable guidelines are not readily available except for of a few of the
most common diseases. This is reflected by the fact that, in the literature,
the knowledge driven methods are only evaluated for a handful of specific
comorbidities. The data-driven approach that we propose in this chapter can
be directly applied to any given comorbidity, without the need for any expert
knowledge encoded in a knowledge representation language. Hence, our
approach is far more widely applicable than existing methods. In particular,
to the best of our knowledge, there is no existing method that can be directly
applied to recommend treatments for all the comorbidities that we evaluate
our approach on in Section 6.3. The comorbidities considered in Section
6.3 are not hand picked, as is usually the case in work on recommending
treatments for comorbid patients. Instead, we apply our approach to all the
comordities that occur in a database of hospital discharge records.
The analysis of medical records has shown to have potential in developing
and optimizing clinical treatment regiments. With the large amounts of
available clinical data, there is a growing need to develop methods for
automatically mining and analyzing this data. In [187], a method is proposed
that aims at exploiting the rich information in doctor orders to improve
clinical treatments. In [193], a system is implemented to use previously
collected medical data to automatically identify the co-occurence of patient
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events. These prior works are not aimed at recommending treatments for
comorbid patients. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to propose
a fully data-driven approach to this end.
Concerning the specific technique we employ (see Chapter 2), recently,
neural network based models for machine translation have emerged as a
popular alternative for SMT [8, 44]. Such models avoid the need for an
explicit alignment between the source and target sentences, and generally
consist of an encoder network, which derives a vector representation for
the source sentence, and a decoder network, which maps that vector onto
a sentence from the target language. While such models have achieved
state-of-the-art performance, they have two drawbacks, which are important
for our purposes. First, they tend to need a large amount of training data,
which means that they would not be suitable, in our context, for generating
recommendations for rare (combinations of) diseases, whereas it is precisely
in such rare cases that a recommendation system might be most helpful
to a doctor. Second, alignment based models allow us to generate explana-
tions as to why a certain treatment is proposed (e.g. normally disease A is
treated using procedure P, but because disease B is also present, procedure
Q is preferred). Generating supporting explanations from neural network
approaches, on the other hand, is known to be a challenging problem.
6.2 Treatment Recommendation Methods
For this application, we use alignment based translation models to map
lists of diagnoses to lists of procedures. To train the translation model, we
assume the availability of a database of medical records, showing for each
clinical event of each patient (e.g. a hospital admission) what diagnoses
were made, what procedures were proposed by the providers and which
drugs were prescribed. Some examples of such records are shown in Table
6.1. In medical records, the diagnoses and procedures of every admission
are usually encoded using a standard encoding. For example in Table 6.1,
the ICD-9 encoding is used, where the diagnosis codes “V3001” and “74783”
refer to “Single liveborn, born in hospital, delivered by cesarean section” and
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Admission_ID Diagnoses Procedures Drugs
... ... ... ...
196807




Heparin, Ampicillin_Sodium, Gentamicin, Pediatric_Vitamins,
Potassium_Chloride, Sodium_Bicarbonate, Sodium_Chloride
100589
3940, 9982, 9971, 49320,






Mirtazapine, Morphine_Sulfate, Nitroglycerin, Oxazepam,
Oxycodone_Acetaminophen, Pantoprazole, Potassium_Chloride,
Prochlorperazine, Simethicone, Venlafaxine, Vioxx, Zebeta
... ... ... ...
Table 6.1: Extract from medical records containing diagnose, procedure and
drug information for every hospital admission.
“Persistent fetal circulation” respectively, and the procedure codes “9604” and
“9671” refer to “Insertion of endotracheal tube” and “Continuous invasive
mechanical ventilation” respectively. The patients in Table 6.1 are considered
comorbid because they have a variety of different diagnoses that each require
treatment.
An important difference between our medical treatment recommendation
setting and the standard machine translation setting relates to the role of
word ordering. While in standard settings, word ordering plays a critical
role, the order in which diagnoses and procedures are ordered in our setting
may be arbitrary. However, in practice, these orderings are not completely
arbitrary, in the sense that the most important diagnoses and procedures
are often listed first. As we will see in Section 6.3, this can be exploited by
the translation model. For evaluation purposes, however, the task that we
consider is to predict an (unordered) set of procedures.
We now explain the methods we propose for recommending a suitable
treatment for a patient given their diagnosed comorbidity. While WBT, PBT
and NPBT below are based on SMT approaches, we also consider a nearest
neighbour baseline approach (1-NN) that utilizes treatments of previously
diagnosed comorbidities in a simple way to find the best treatment for a
new comorbidity case. We compare the effectiveness of these approaches in
Section 6.3.
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6.2.1 1-NN: 1-Nearest Neighbor with Jaccard Similarity
(Baseline)
This method serves as a baseline approach to find a treatment for a newly
diagnosed set of diseases, given a database that contains records of previous
comorbidities, as well as their corresponding treatments. The idea behind
this method is to find the most similar set of diagnoses across all records in
the database, and to use the corresponding treatment for this case as the
recommended treatment. To measure similarity, we use the Jaccard measure,
which is a standard measure of similarity between sets, and is defined as
J(C , X ) = |C \ X | / |C [ X | for two sets of diagnoses C and X . In the case
where multiple records are equally similar, the first record found is then
used.
Let C be the new comorbidity, i.e. the set of diagnosis codes and T
the treatment, i.e. the set of procedure codes that we want to find. Let
Dn = {(X0, Y0), . . . , (Xn, Yn)} a database of medical records such that every
record (Xi , Yi) corresponds to a pair consisting of a comorbidity Xi and its
corresponding treatment Yi . The algorithm to find T can be described in
Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: 1-NN Nearest Neighbor method
Input: a comorbidity C and a database Dn = {(X0, Y0), . . . , (Xn, Yn)}
Output: the treatment T of the nearest neighbor of C in Dn
1 jmax = 0;
2 for i 0 to n do
3 j J(C , Xi);
4 if j > jmax then
5 jmax  j;
6 T  Yi;
7 end
8 end
9 return T ;
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6.2.2 WBT: Word-Based Translation
This is the first and most basic alignment method that we use to translate a
given set of diagnoses C into a set of procedures T . A detailed explanation
about this method is found in Chapter 2. When using word-based translation,
every diagnosis in C is treated as a “source word”. It gets individually trans-
lated into a procedure, i.e. a “target word”. Every translation is also given a
corresponding translation probability. Essentially, there are two steps to train-
ing the translation model: finding the most likely alignment for every source
word, and computing a probability table given the alignment. In practice, an
Estimation Maximization (EM) algorithm can be used where the probability
from a given alignment is initially estimated, and then the alignment is
improved based on the new probabilities. This iterative process converges to
give us the final probability table [36]. Finding the recommended treatment
T then comes down to choosing for each diagnosis, the most likely transla-
tion (i.e. procedure) from the final probability table. This method can be
described in Algorithm 2. When using this model, we are effectively ignoring
any interactions between diagnoses and procedures. In other words, we are
not taking into account conflicts that arise due to comorbidity.
Algorithm 2: Word-based translation method
Input: a comorbidity C and a database Dn = {(X0, Y0), . . . , (Xn, Yn)}
Output: the treatment T by using word-based translation on C
1 Learn a word-based alignment from Xi to Yi;
2 T PT  translation probability table from the alignment;
3 for every diagnosis c of C do
4 x  target of the translation (c, x, ↵) with the highest ↵ from TPT;
5 add x to T;
6 end
7 return T ;
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6.2.3 PBT: Phrase-Based Translation
The main limitation of the word-based model in our context is the fact that
interactions between procedures (and between procedures and diseases) are
being ignored. This can be addressed by using a phrase-based translation
model. Instead of translating every word of a sentence separately, this model
groups sequential words together into phrases, then aims to find translations
for these phrases. Finding the translation of a sentence consists then of
combining these phrase translations.
In our case study, this translation model will solve the problem of conflicts
arising between diagnoses (and procedures) of a comorbidity in the following
way. When two or more “conflicting” diseases require a special treatment,
the model will detect this instance provided that there are enough records
in the training data in which these conflicting diseases occur. If the exact set
of diagnoses has not been observed before, the model will try to split the set
into subsets (i.e. phrases) that it can adequately translate, which contain as
many diseases as possible. By doing so, all the conflicts between the diseases
within each subset will be avoided effectively. This method can be described
in Algorithm 3. However, any interactions between diseases that belong to
different subsets will be unaddressed.
Algorithm 3: Phrase-based translation method
Input: a comorbidity C and a database Dn = {(X0, Y0), . . . , (Xn, Yn)}
Output: the treatment T by using phrase-based translation on C
1 L Train a language model using Yi;
2 M  Train a phrase-based translation model using Xi and Yi;
3 Decompose C into all possible phrases;
4 for every phrase p do
5 ti  Apply L and M to translate p;
6 end
7 T  Combine and re-order ti;
8 return T ;
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6.2.4 NPBT: N-Best Phrase-Based Translation With Cost
Minimization
When using PBT, the recommended treatment is chosen as the most likely
translation of the given list of diagnoses. This strategy is optimal in cases
where we have no other information. When it comes to recommending
procedures, however, we can take advantage of existing databases that
describe the interactions between the drugs used during these procedures [7],
among others. To this end, we use the phrase-based translation model to
find the n-best translations, and then use the external knowledge to help
select the best translation among these. In particular, we look to assign a
penalty cost for every possible treatment, and then minimize this cost to find
the best treatment.
NPBT+Drug: Drug Interactions Penalty
The first type of information that we use to score treatments is the number
and severity of drug interactions that are present in them. In previous work,
we already found the usefulness of taking into account such interactions
when recommending treatments [144]. In order to create a drug interactions
penalty, we take into account the number of drug interactions as well as the
severity of every drug interaction that is found inside a treatment.
In order to find the drug interactions penalty of a treatment, we need to
translate it into a set of drugs. To translate procedures into drugs, we can
proceed in the same way as for translating diagnoses into procedures, by
learning a phrase-based alignment model from the procedures and drugs in
each record of our database (cfr. Table 6.1). Now, given a comorbidity C , we
can translate C into a set of procedures T , which can in turn be translated
into a set of drugs R. Note that when translating from procedures to drugs, we
also use the phrase-based translation model to find the n-best translations.
To obtain the drug interactions penalty of a treatment, we need to use
a drug interactions database. Let I = {(a0, b0, 0), . . . , (am, bm, m)} be a
drug interactions database where ai and bi are two drugs that are known to
interact, and  i is an integer that represents the severity level of that drug
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interaction. The drug interaction penalty p of a treatment T is then calculated
as p =
P
{  | (a, b, ) 2 I^{a, b} ✓ R} i.e. the sum of the severity levels of all
drug interactions found in the set of drugs R obtained by translating T . Since
we consider n plausible translations for every treatment T , we get n drug
interactions penalties. The translation that yields the lowest drug interactions
penalty is then considered the best procedures-to-drugs translation of T .
In the case where multiple translations have the lowest drug interactions
penalty, the most probable translation is then considered. This method can
be described in Algorithm 4.
The treatment that has the lowest drug interactions penalty from the n
best diagnoses-to-procedures translations of a comorbidity is then considered
the best treatment. In the case where multiple treatments have the same
lowest drug interactions penalty, the one that is found to be the most probable
translation is then considered the best treatment.
NPBT+Drug+Pop: Drug Interactions Penalty With Procedure Popularity
In practice, there may be multiple valid procedures to treat a given disease.
Some of these tend to be more popular than others, e.g. because they are
cheaper or have a lower risk. While we do not have access to any explicit
knowledge about the popularity of different treatments, such popularity
scores can be estimated from the database of patient records.
This method of selecting the best valid treatment extends NPBT+Drug
in the following way. In the case where multiple treatments have the same
lowest drug interactions penalty cost, the treatment with the highest popu-
larity score is now preferred as the best treatment. The popularity score of a
treatment is calculated by adding the popularity scores of all the procedures
in the treatment. The popularity score of a procedure is calculated by count-
ing the number of times this procedure has been prescribed in the database
of medical records. Similar to NPBT+Drug, when multiple treatments have
the same lowest drug interactions penalty and the same highest treatment
popularity score, the one that resulted from the more probable phrase-based
translation is then considered the best treatment.
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Algorithm 4: N-best phrase-based translation with drug interactions
penalty minimization
Input: a comorbidity C , a database Dn = {(X0, Y0, Z0), . . . , (Xn, Yn, Zn)}
and a drug interactions database
Im = {(a0, b0, 0), . . . , (am, bm, m)}
Output: the recommended treatment T by using n-best phrase-based
translation with drug interactions penalty minimization on C
1 L1 Train a language model using Yi;
2 M1 Train a phrase-based translation model using Xi and Yi;
3 L2 Train a language model using Zi;
4 M2 Train a phrase-based translation model using Yi and Zi;
5 Tn Translate C using an n-best phrase-based translation with the models
L1 and M1;
6 pmin 1;
7 for i 0 to n do
8 Rk  Translate Ti using an n-best phrase-based translation with the
models L2 and M2;
9 for j 0 to k do
10 Search for every drug interaction between every pair of drugs in
R j;
11 pj  sum of the severities   of all the drug interactions I found
in R j and Im;
12 if pj < pmin then
13 pmin pj;




18 return T ;
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Figure 6.1: The number of admissions for every comorbidity size taken from
the MIMIC-III database.
6.3 Experimental Results
To train and evaluate our methods, we use the MIMIC-III database [107] of
medical records, from which we extract the diagnoses, procedures and drugs
used per hospital admission. The diagnoses and procedures are in the form
of ICD9 codes, while the drugs are referred to by their short name. Note that
the drug names have been inspected and cleaned manually to be consistent
with the drug names in the drug interactions database. We only consider the
admissions that contain comorbidities (i.e. at least 2 diagnoses), and all the
information needed for the treatment recommendation methods (no empty
fields for diagnoses, procedures or drugs). From the MIMIC-III database, we
get 44,223 different admissions. The comorbidity size (i.e. the number of
diagnoses) in every admission varies from 2 to 39. A graph containing the
number of admissions for every comorbidity size is shown in Fig. 6.1.
We divide this database into two disjoint sets: a training set and a testing set.
The training set consists of 80% of the total number of admissions, while
the testing set consists of 20% of the total number of admissions. From the
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MIMIC-III database, we get 35,378 admissions in the training set and 8,845
in the testing set. The task now becomes: using the training set of admissions,
find treatments for the comorbidities in the testing set. When applying a
treatment recommendation method, the training dataset is used to train the
translation model and the language model. These models are then applied
to translate the testing dataset. In our implementation, we use the Moses
decoder [112], one of the most popular state-of-the-art decoders to create
the word-based and phrase-based alignment models.
In NPBT, we use the drug interactions database described in [7]. We
cleaned this database by cleaning the drug names and removing duplicated
interactions. We extracted from this database two metrics that describe the
severity of a drug interaction: severity level and contraindication. There
are 5 possible severity levels (1-5), which increase the drug interactions
penalty of a treatment by 1-5 respectively. Additionally, a contraindication is
a Boolean which, when set to true, indicates that the drug interaction should
be avoided at all costs. To reflect this severity measure, the drug interactions
penalty of a treatment is increased by 100 when a drug interaction with
a contraindication is detected. In NPBT+Drug and NPBT+Drug+Pop, we
start from the best n=10 translations for both translations needed in these
methods (from diagnoses to procedures and from procedures to drugs).
To evaluate every recommended treatment, we use the F1 score metric,
which we calculate as follows. Let A be the set of recommended procedures by
a given model and B the actual set of procedures from the testing database.
We write |A| and |B| for the number of procedures in the sets A and B
respectively. The F1 score is given by F1 = 2⇥(precision⇥recall) / (precision+
recall), with precision = |A\ B| / |A| and recall = |A\ B| / |B|. The precision
and recall can also be expressed using true positives (TP), false positivies (FP)
and false negatives (FN) in the following way: precision = TP / (TP+ FP)
and recall = TP / (TP+ FN). Since we want to evaluate every method based
on all the recommended treatments, we use the micro-average and macro-
average of the F1 score. The micro-average F1 score consists of individually
averaging the TP, FP and FN of all the sets, then calculating the F1 score
using these averages. The macro-average F1 score consists of averaging the
precision and recall of all the sets, then calculating the F1 score using these









1-NN 0.334 0.303 0.281 0.318
WBT 0.255 0.531 0.323 0.345
PBT 0.268 0.564 0.348 0.364
NPBT+Drug 0.304 0.595 0.389 0.403
NPBT+Drug+Pop 0.321 0.607 0.414 0.420
Table 6.2: The average precision, average recall, micro-average and macro-
average F1 scores for every treatment recommendation method.
averages.
The results are shown in Table 6.2. From the table, we notice that the
word-based translation approach (WBT) already performs better than the
baseline approach. However, using a phrase-based translation model (PBT)
leads to a further improvement of the results. Using NPBT gives the most
accurate treatment recommendations, and in particular NPBT+Drug+Pop,
where the procedure popularity score is used in addition to the drug interac-
tions penalty to select the best treatment out of the n-best valid translations.
Note that the Moses decoder allows up to the 100-best translations for every
input sentence. We also evaluated method NPBT+Drug+Pop when using
n=20 and n=100, but we found the differences in F1 score to be negligible.
As previously mentioned, word ordering plays an important role during
the training of the alignment model. In the MIMIC-III database, the diag-
noses and procedures are ordered based on their priorities, from highest to
lowest. In other words, the primary diagnosis and the primary procedure
of an admission are listed first, then the remaining ones are listed from
the most important to the least important one. We compare this default
setting (ordered by priority) with two different word ordering settings: Keep
Primary Then Sort (KPTS) and Keep Primary Then Random (KPTR). In KPTS,
the primary diagnosis and procedure of the source and target sentences
in the training dataset are listed first, but the remaining ones are sorted
alpha-numerically in increasing order. In KPTR, the primary diagnosis and












0.268 0.564 0.348 0.364
KPTS 0.261 0.565 0.347 0.357
KPTR 0.263 0.536 0.338 0.354
Table 6.3: The average precision, average recall, micro-average and macro-
average F1 scores for PBT using different word orderings during the training
process.
We train two new phrase-based translation models using KPTS and KPTR
respectively and apply PBT to find the treatment recommendations. The
results are shown in Table 6.3. From the table, we notice that the recommen-
dation method is less accurate when using KPTS and KPTR compared to the
default word ordering (ordered by priority) found in the medical database.
6.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, we presented the first fully data-driven method to find treat-
ments for patients that are diagnosed with comorbidities. Instead of trying
to combine clinical guidelines and trying to repair the conflicts that arise
in the combined treatments as seen in Chapter 5, we used word-based and
phrase-based alignments to find direct mappings from a comorbidity to a
recommended treatment. To improve this translation based approach, we
also detect drug interactions and calculate procedure popularity scores to
select the best treatment out of different valid translations. Contrary to man-
ual approaches that aim to prescribe treatments in an evidence based way,
this approach allows us to take advantage of previous medical records to
recommend treatments for newly diagnosed comorbidities. From our experi-
mental results, we found that using the method NPBT+Drug+Pop, which
uses a drug interactions penalty and a procedure popularity score to find the
best translation, gives the most accurate treatment recommendations. The
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next step in this research would be to do an error analysis by looking into
divergences between recommended treatments and treatments that were
actually prescribed, and use this information to improve the treatment rec-
ommendation methods. There can be many reasons for why a recommended
treatment diverges from a prescribed treatment: (1) the recommendation
is wrong, (2) the recommendation is slightly different from the prescribed
treatment, in the sense that the recommended procedures are very similar
to the prescribed procedures, though not identical. A more coarse grained
evaluation, where related procedures are grouped together (i.e. using ICD-
grouping software) would bring this to light. (3) The recommendation is a
valid alternative, and possibly even better than the treatment that was given




There is an abundance of data everywhere around us, and one way to
extract useful knowledge from it is by creating a knowledge base. During
this process, we often set integrity constraints that have to be satisfied by
every entry of the knowledge base to maintain its consistency. In real-world
applications, the initial raw data often contains misinformation which creates
inconsistencies in the knowledge base. The most common method to repair
these inconsistencies is to find some sort of minimal repair, i.e. a minimal
subset of the data to modify from the knowledge base in order to restore its
consistency. While searching for a minimal repair is a reasonable strategy
in absence of any background knowledge (supported by Occam’s razor
principle), our hypothesis in this thesis was that we can find more accurate
repairs by incorporating additional information that is not present in the
data. Our goal was to exploit this external knowledge and encode it in the
repair mechanism of an inconsistent knowledge base in the form of rules of
thumb. By doing so, our methods aimed to generate plausible repairs, which
are not necessarily minimal.
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In Chapter 3, we used rules of thumb to solve the following problem.
Information that was extracted from text often contains inconsistencies. This
is usually caused by the errors generated by the extraction methods, and
by the fact that, in some applications, the data is extracted from various
sources that may contain contradicting information. These inconsistencies
need to be repaired in order to gather useful knowledge from the large
number of available text sources. As an example, we considered a setup
in which taxonomies were automatically extracted from a large number of
texts found on the web. These taxonomies contain facts of the form isA(X,Y)
which read X is a Y, and every fact of the taxonomy has a corresponding
confidence weight. The inconsistencies in these taxonomies are caused by
the extracted facts that do not satisfy the transitive, asymmetric or irreflexive
properties of the isA relation. We encoded our problem in Markov logic and
proposed MAP inference as a base method to find minimal repairs. MAP
inference finds the most likely truth assignment of the input facts and repairs
inconsistencies accordingly. We then introduced rules of thumb that describe
relations between the isA facts. For example, one rule of thumb we used is:
if two facts are extracted from the same sentence, they are more likely to be
either both correct or both incorrect. In order to learn the weights of these
rules of thumb, we trained the MLN on manually labelled data. We showed
in our experimental results that, by adding rules of thumb, we managed
to increase the percentage of incorrect facts removed while also increasing
the percentage of correct facts retained, improving the F1 score and greatly
improving the classification accuracy.
In Chapter 4, we used rules of thumb to repair inconsistent answer
set programs. Answer Set Programming (ASP) is a programming language
based on the stable model semantics for logic programming. An ASP program
consists of a set of rules, where the atoms in the head of a rule are true if all
the atoms in the body of the rule are true. ASP programs are encoded in a
way such that stable models called answer sets correspond to solutions of the
encoded problem. An important component of ASP is the use of negation-
as-failure through the operator not to indicate that an expression not a is
true when we cannot derive that a is true. The use of negation-as-failure
in combination with logic rules makes ASP a flexible language that can be
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easily used to encode a large variety of problems. In order to encode the rules
of thumb into ASP programs, we make use of aggregates and optimization
statements available from ASP solvers. An aggregate is an operation on a
multiset of weighted atoms that evaluates to some truth value (e.g. count,
sum, min, etc.). An optimization statement is a rule that extends the basic
question of whether a set of atoms is an answer set to whether it is an
optimal answer set (e.g. minimize, etc.). The aggregates and optimization
statements allow us to introduce a penalty cost to the ASP program that
we aim to minimize to find the answer sets with the smallest penalty. With
the introduction of rules of thumb, the answer sets of the program now
correspond to optimal repairs instead of minimal repairs.
While repairing ASP programs, we assume that training data is not
available to learn the impact of every rule of thumb. The challenge then
becomes whether we can aggregate the rules of thumb in an ASP program
in a useful way without training data. In addition to standard aggregation
techniques, we presented in Chapter 4 a novel statistical approach that
assigns weights to these rules of thumb, by sampling, in a particular way,
from a pool of possible repairs. In particular, we evaluate how frequently
each given rule of thumb is violated in the sample of repairs, and use the
Z-score of this distribution to set the weight of that rule. We presented four
variants of this Z-score approach depending on the way we sample repairs.
In variant A, we started with completely random repairs. These repairs have
only one condition to satisfy, which is to remove the inconsistency in the ASP
program. In variant B, we only considered minimal repairs in the sample.
The assumption underlying this setup is that minimal repairs will typically
be more similar to the correct repairs than arbitrary repairs. In variant C, we
started with a sample of repairs that are close to being minimal, e.g. repairs
involving at most three times the number of operations in the minimal repairs.
This represents a trade-off between the first two variants. In variant D, we
considered repairs of any cost, but do not sample these repairs uniformly as
in the first setup. In particular, we sampled repairs such that the probability
of selecting a repair with a given cost is uniform.
As a case study for repairing inconsistent ASP programs using rules of
thumb, we examined a Gene Regulatory Network (GRN) application. A
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GRN is a network that contains genes and relations between genes. GRNs
determine the patterns of activation states of the genes, which in turn affect
the phenotypic behavior of the system. They are crucial in understanding
how genes of a cell affect each other. The setup we considered consists of
the following. We have a GRN that was automatically constructed based on
previous biological observations regarding the genes of a cell. However, new
experimental observations over the same genes are not consistent with the
behavior predicted by the GRN. The goal is then to modify the edges of the
GRN in order to correspond with the new observations. The minimal repair
method in this case consists of adding or removing the smallest number of
edges of the GRN to make it consistent with the experimental data. For this
application, we considered rules of thumb taken from the biology literature,
such as: the nodes of a GRN tend to be positively regulated by nodes that are
active at earlier states of a cell cycle and negatively regulated by nodes that
are active later in the process. We used seven such rules of thumb taken from
the literature, and compared the answer sets generated by our program using
the different aggregation methods for these rules of thumb. We have found
that the variant of the Z-score approach that uses automatically generated
repairs that are close to being minimal (variant C) outperforms all the other
repair methods in terms of F1 score and Jaccard index, including the minimal
repair approach.
The third application where we try to repair inconsistencies using rules
of thumb consists of repairing conflicts that arise when multiple treatments
are prescribed simultaneously for patients who are diagnosed with multiple
diseases. In this era, people live longer, and the number of people diagnosed
with comorbid diseases is increasing. Normally, physicians use Clinical Prac-
tice Guidelines (CPG) to prescribe a treatment for a specifc disease. However,
these CPGs were originally created to contain information about individual
diseases. Therefore, when multiple diseases are diagnosed simultaneously,
inconsistencies arise when treatments of individual diseases are combined.
For example, a patient diagnosed with Duodenal Ulcer (DU) is required
to stop the use of aspirin. On the other hand, a patient diagnosed with a
Transient Ischemic Attack (TIA) is required to take aspirin as part of the
treatment. When a patient is diagnosed with both DU and TIA, combining the
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individual treatments of these diseases introduces a conflict around the use
of aspirin. A system that can automatically suggest treatments for comorbid
patients would be a valuable aid for clinicians. In Chapter 5, we extended
the work of Zhang et al. [211] by presenting a new ASP implementation
of the theoretical method proposed in [202] to resolve conflicts that arise
in the concurrent application of CPGs on a patient with multiple diseases.
This method uses Mitigation Operators (MO) to solve the conflicts in the
combined treatments. A noteworthy difference between our approach and
the work in [211] is that all answer sets of our ASP program directly cor-
respond to solution treatments, which makes it arguably easier to use by
physicians. In addition, our ASP program adheres closer to [202] in applying
one MO at a time instead of all simultaneously, in the case where multiple
applicable MOs are available. This distinction is clinically important because
applying multiple MOs in parallel has a high chance of introducing multiple
drugs that have the same purpose in the same treatment. In order to rank
these treatments, we introduced a penalty score in the form of drug-drug
interactions that are found in the procedures of a solution treatment. The
best treatment then corresponds to the treatment with the smallest drug-drug
interactions penalty.
In Chapter 6, we proposed a completely new data-driven approach to
solve the same problem of resolving conflicts that arise in the combined
treatments of comorbid patients. We tackled this problem from a very differ-
ent angle, namely by treating it as a Statistical Machine Translation (SMT)
method. Our new method considers a set of diagnoses (i.e. a comorbidity)
as a source sentence that we want to translate into a set of procedures (i.e. a
treatment), considered as a target sentence. Similar to the methods used to
automatically translate a text sentence from one language to another, we
aim to translate a comorbidity into a treatment. In order to do so, we train
word-based and phrase-based translation models on a corpus of medical
records. We also take advantage of the ability of the translation systems to
find multiple treatment recommendations for a single comorbidity, which
allows us to make use of additional criteria, such as a drug interactions
penalty and a treatment popularity score as rules of thumb to recommend
the most optimized treatment. Contrary to manual approaches that aim to
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prescribe treatments in an evidence based way, this approach allows us to
take advantage of previous medical records to recommend treatments for
newly diagnosed comorbidities. From our experimental results, we found
that using the method NPBT+Drug+Pop, which uses a drug interactions
penalty and a procedure popularity score along with an n-best phrase-based
alignment to find the best translation, gives the most accurate treatment
recommendations.
In conclusion, we presented in this thesis different approaches of using
rules of thumb to repair inconsistent knowledge. We applied our approaches
to repair inconsistencies in three different case studies: automatically ex-
tracted taxonomies that do not satisfy integrity constraints, gene networks
that do not predict experimental observations and resolve conflicts that
arise when combining treatments for comorbid patients. The methods that
we present in this thesis are in fact applicable in general cases, under the
condition that rules of thumb can be formulated. For example, the methods
proposed in this thesis can be used to repair extracted ontologies or hierar-
chies from textual sources, as long as some intuition or external knowledge
that is not represented by the data can be encoded in the form of rules of
thumb. Additionally, the repair methods that we presented can be used to re-
pair incomplete or inconsistent survey data where rules of thumb can encode
external information about people of a certain age, or people who live in the
same region. Another example of using rules of thumb are team building
applications where rules of thumb can encode intuitions about personal or
professional preferences. We showed in this thesis that, even in the absence
of training data, rules of thumb can be used effectively to find optimal repairs
that are not necessarily minimal in different types of applications.
An interesting direction for future work involves exploring the use of rules
of thumb in neural networks. Recently, deep learning approaches are pushing
the state-of-the-art in machine translation. It would be interesting to find
ways to include rules of thumb in the training process of a neural network
to improve the generated network. For example, adding rules of thumb to
the loss function would steer the training process in a different direction
than standard functions, and may lead to more accurate solutions. For the
problem of repairing automatically extracted ontologies from textual data,
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one might study the effect of introducing rules of thumb during the extraction
process. In particular, some rules of thumb might have a bigger impact at
different stages of the extraction process, and therefore would require varying
weights to represent the shifting importance. For the problem of repairing
ASP programs, it would be interesting to find new ways of incorporating
rules of thumb that are aimed at retaining less frequent special cases in the
data. With the lack of training data to determine the importance of every
rule, the aggregation methods in this kind of setup need to be altered to take
into account these special cases. Finally, in the process of recommending
conflict-free treatments for patients with comorbid diseases, future work can
involve a more accurate comparisons between treatments to determine the
more favorable one. This would introduce more rules of thumb during the
treatment recommendation process.
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